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SOME PECULIARITIES OF 
the spring of 1885 were mentioned 
a few days ago by Dr. Engstad. 
Fred L. Goodman also remembers 
that season as an 
unusually spotted 
one, with spring 
w o r k dragging 
along into what 
is usually sum-
mer. Seeding be-
gan rather late, 
and there were 
periods of f reez-
i n g weather 
w h i c h delayed 
matters until 
along in :r u n e. 
N otwithstand i n g 
all this · Mr. Good-
man ate home-
W. P. Davies. grown :ripe straw-
berries on May 30. At that time Mr. 
, Goodman was on ·a business trip, 
I by team, of course, in the north~rn 
part of the state, and on the eve-
ning of May 29 he pulled up at the 
log hotel in the little village of 01~ 
ga, in the Walhalla neighborhood. 
The next day he was served ripe 
strawberries from his host's gar-
den, and these, with fresh biscuits, 
made a dish fit for the gods. There 
were no other ripe berries in this 
part of the country. A few berries 
were being shipped in from the 
south, but they were unripe and : 
tasteless. The business of shipping 
ripe fruit in refrigerator cars had 
not been developed as it has been 
since. 
* * * 
- CURIOUS AS TO THE METH-
od which could produce ripe ber-
ries so early in such a backward 
season, Mr. Goodman investigated. 
He found that the hotel man had 
selected for his little berry patch 
a spot on the south side of a big 
natural pile of rock. The rock, al-
most like a wall, protected the lit-
tle garden spot from the norfh 
wind and concentrated the rays of 
the sun on it. At the same time 
the rock became heated du.ring th~ 
day and radiated the heat during 
the night, thus keeping the ·garden 
temperature several degrees above 
that of the surrounding area. 
* * * 
,THE NEXT DAY MR. GOOD ... 
man and a· business · companion 
went on by train to Winnipeg, and 
there they were almost frozen. The 
weather, which had been mild for 
a few days, turned bitterly cold. 
· The Winnipeg people were wear-
~ ing buffalo overcoats, and the two 
Americans shivered in their sum- 1 
mer underwear, with onlY. light\ 
garments .over it. 
+- "' ' J -
. ~ . 
II THE PURPOSE OF THE WIN-=- nipeg · trip was to negotiate with 
0 
the Canadian government for the 
. st sale of hay. The secottd Riel re-
bellion was in full swing, and the '! 90t~ battalion of Winnipeg und 
· other troops from the ,east were 
being rushed west to deal with the 
, malcontents. Large quantities of 
.S hay were required for the us& of 
d the horses of the military com-
:- mands. However, when the two 
e Americans arrived contracts had 
- been made for all the hay needed. 
) . * * * . . 
G. S. WALKER, OF DAHLEN, 
1 has read the article in which· John 
· Austin was qu.,ted with reference 
to his visit to the old home of Jes-
se James, and he thinks there is 
an error in Mr. Austin's statement 
concerning' the place where the 
bandit was killed. Mr. Walker 
writes: 
* * * "IT MIGHT BE THAT· MR. 
Austin was there early enough to 
have seen the blood spot and the 
1 
bed but not likely and I was told 
Bob was to have shot .Jesse in the 
back some place outside. I made a 
visit to the old farm in 1981 and 
Mrs. James the wife of .Jesse .James' 
boy met us and at 50 cents a head 
showed us through the house and 
gave us the history of most all the 
James family. Her husband at this 
time was working in the garden 
unconcerned as people are always 
coming to· the place and I don't see 
how they get any privacy. 
* * * "THE OLD HOUSE IS SUPPOS-
ed to be just as it was at the time _ 
the boys were at their worst. An 
a~dition has been built and you 
are shown the kitchen with the 
fire place that the mother of Jesse 
kicked the bomb into that blew up 
taking off her . arm and killing the 
~oungest child. 
* * * "MRS. JAMES TOLD US OF 
the cruelities that were inflicted on 
the whole household at that time 
and if her story is at all true I 
can~t see how they can really blame 
J' esse for the things he did. The 
old hitching post is still there and 
at that time of its use all the boys 
did at a last minute warning was 
to slip on their horses and disa-
pear as there was tall timber all 
a;round the house. The grave is 
still to be shown about 20 paces 
from- the house but the botly if I 
remember right was moved to a 
cemetery in Kansas City. 
* * 
. ~ 
"MANY OLD STYLE· GUNS 
are still there and old targets re-
served showing remarkable marlts-
manship. A large tree not far from 
the house must be loaded with lead 
as its marked up , with bullet holes. 
Jesse's father was a very good, shot 
too, but did not follow the boys 
profession. His father was a min-
ister but of what faith I did not' 
ask. 
* * * ''MRS. JAMES TOLD US OF 
the family relations and it seemed 
to me it was a loyal family to one 
another and a love that bound them 
together. It seems Jesse's outlawry 
. was to avenge his brother's death 
and his .grandfather's lynching. 
* * * "I AM ENCLOSING TWO 
snaps I got away with. The sign on 
the tree says no picture taking al-
lowed. Guess that's to stimulate the 
t1ale of post cards. The old log 
uilding can not be seen as the ad-
dition is larger and I took this pic-
ture behind the car. The James 
folks that are on the farm have no 
children and I was told the other 
brother supposed to be a California 
lawyer has only girls .so it looks as 
though this is the last generation 
of the Jameses. I enjoy your 
column, may we have many more 
ears of thei:n.· · 
* * '* 
* * * [ AM NO. AUTHORITY AS TO 
tlie manner in which Jesse James 
;met his death, but I think the ac-
cepted verson is that li"e was shot 
by Bob Ford while he was hang-
ing or adjusting a picture on the 
wall. The incident . was illustrated 
in that manner in pictures which 
were widely published at the · time 
of its occurrence. As to the blood 
spot, I · am told that sightseers in 
Europe are shown-at so much a 
hea~-blood spots that have done 
duty for hundreds of years, 'with 
only a little freshening up once In 
a while. The pictures which Mr. 
Walker mentions are of the James' 
home and of the entrance to it. 
WA ~::r1:.l'T"I\.T.,... __ ·~··- - ·- - -- -- - . a • 
e THERE HAVE BEEN SIGNS out, but at the time of its disap-
of activity about the little spar- pearance it was not feathered out 
e row's nest that was invaded by a or able to fly. Whether it fell out 
- cow bird and then wrecked and and was carried away by some 
Davies 
id that it ts 
- them. 
ab a n d o n e d. A marauding animal or was expelled 
tiny sparrow, sim- as an unwelcome intruder by the 
Har in size and rightful owner of the establish-
appearance to the ment is not known. Harry Randall 
builder of th e has not reported on what became 
nest, h a s been of his young cow bird, hatched un-
making regular der similar circumstances, 
visits to it, but * * * 
for what purpose NOW IS THE TIME TO WATCH 
I have not yet out for aphis, or plant lice, which 
learned. Thus far are often green, but which come 
the bird has not in many colors. I just found them 
been seen carry- on a rose bush, Sweet peas are oft-
Ing anything to en covered with them. They im-
the nest or tak- pair the vitality of plants by pierc-
ing a n y th i n g ing the tender covering and suck-
a way. Its move- ing the sap. Applications of food 
ments are so rap- poison are of no value where they 
difficult to follow are concerned. They must be killed 
by contact. Kerosene emulsion, 
1 * * * which is effective, may be made at 
CAUTIOUS INSPECTION OF home, but it is a rather messy job, 
t the nest, from a respectful dis- and if too strong lt will injure the 
• tance, reveals no evidence of an plants. There are · several commer-
'I effort to repair and reconstruct. cial preparations which are good, 
The lining of the nest, which was and whick cost but a few cents. 
' badly mussed during the wrecking * * * 
- process, seems to be gone. A plaus- MAN¥ OWNERS OF EVER-
S Ible explanation is that the bird is greens are troubled by the brown-
' building elsewhere and has return- ing of the foliage, which sometimes 
ed to the ruins of her former home drops off and leaves the branches 
for hair with which to line the new bare. This is sometimes due to the 
1 nest. We shall wait and see. work of a tiny red spider, but it oc-
* * * curs when no spiders are present. 
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU Recently I sent to Dr. Waldron, of 
that the advent of the automobile the Agricultural college at Fargo, 
has created new problems for birds some sample twigs from one of my 
in the building of their nests? trees, and I received from him the 
.- Many of the smaller birds habit- following letter, which I pass on for 
._ ually line their nests with horse the information of othets:, 
hair, There was a time when horse * * * 
a hair was abundant around town, "THE TROUBLE THAT YOU 
h All the vehicles on the streets were had with your Colorado spruce is 
drawn by horses. Livery stables the same that has occurred gener-
g were numerous. Along every alley ally throughout 'the Northwest and 
a were numerous horse barns. All is due to winter drouth. That is to 
s over town bits of horse hair were say, the atmosphere for a long pe-
t. scattered, and no bird had to trav- riod was very dry and the trees 
go el far to find several nice strands. lost too much of their moisture, 
The auto has almost banished the even though the soil was well sup-
• horse, and there must be & cor- plied. When the ground freezes, of 
- responding dearth of hair. course, these trees get very little 
* * * moisture to take place of what is 
ONE GROUP OF PSYCHOLOG- lost day by day throughout the 
ists insists that there is no such winter. : 
thing as the inheritance of ac- * * 
quired tendencies. There must have 
- been a time, away back, when an 
f ancestor of the modern oriole wove 
* 
the first nest and hung it from a 
3 bough. Since then orioles have built 
1 their nests that way, not because 
they have been shown how to do 
1 it, for they haven't, but because 
they inherited the habit from a 
"EVERGREEN TREES AND 
trees with thin bark like the birch 
suffer most, of course. The Colora-
do spruce holds its moisture better 
than most kinds of evergreens, 
though not so well as the Black 
Hills spruce. Many of the ever-
greens which were defoliated have 
started growth all right except for 
the fact that they will have some-
what less foliage for the next few 
1 long line of ancestors. The bird 
could just as well build its nest 
some other way, but it doesn,t be-
cause it has inherited a tendency years, 
' which was acquired by some of its * * * 
progenitors. "THE ONLY THING YOU CAN 
1 * * * do is keep your trees reasonably 
i MRS. MULLIGAN REPORTS well watered with a reasonable ex-
that the young cow bird, which was pectation that they wm come 
3 hatched out with a family of gold- through all right. One of the Colo-
finches, disappeared mysteriously, rado spruces in my own dooryard 
and no trace of it has been found. was entirely bare in the spring 
The cow bird had got so big that three years ago and now it shows 
It almost crowded the little finches no sign of it. 
STOWED AWAY IN J,l't FILES 
tor e. lonr time, a waltlng a con-
ventont sea.son for its use, I have 
had an intere21tlng docutnent ln the 
f or.m of an e:t-
tended series of 
personal rem 1-
n i s c e· n ·s es by 
Rev. Dr. Ezra 
Healy, uncle of 
Dr. H. H. Healy, 
of Grand Forks. 
one of the 1lr:5t 
settlers in the 
vicinity of Dray• 
ton, N. D., a.nd 
one of the f oun• 
.ders of . that 
city. Written in 
faultless E n i-
lish, t .o u c h e d 
Davies with humor, and 
bearing evidence all the way 
through of the writer's devotion 
to his sacred caUing and of · his 
warm .human spirit, the story re-
counts the major incidents of · a 
long Ute .of earnest service and of 
striving, for intellectual ind spirit-
ual development. · · ·. 
* * * 
THIS :M:EANDEl\lNGS OF · THE 
stream of life are aptly shown 1ft 
:Qr. Hea.ly's aketch ·of the ee.rly his· 
tory of hia f 11.mlly. 'Ille first an-
c11tor ot . whotn there is authentic 
record was Wlllla.m Hele, who was 
born tn 1613 in Hele, Devonshire, 
Enrtahd. The name ·· aeem$ to have 
been synonymous with the mo,:t, 
familiar Healey, or Healy, which 
1a often tound in Ireland, and 
which was · adopted by the family 
after arrival in America. Whethet 
the town was named for the · fam-
ily or the family for tlle town la 
not known. For the fact that a 
na1ne ·apparently Irish wa·s borne by 
an English tamlly there · is a sug-
geatad explanation in the fact that 
after the Roman withdrawal from 
England in the fifth ~e~tury, _bands 
of . Irish invaded Devon and Corn-
\ValL . 
r * * . *' WILLIAM HELE, OR HEAL'!', 
migrated to America and settled at 
Lynn, Massachusetts in 1640. From 
hitn are descended families which 
are distributed almost all over the 
continent. Among his descendants 
wa~ Govel"nor Macey · of New York; 
Jabez. Healy, who' lost a leg as a 
colonial soldier in the Revolution-
~ry war; and ·Captain Joshua 
Healy, who figured. prominently ln 
the King Phillip wars. · 
* * * AN INTERESTING . CH.A.RAC-
f ter was Nathaniel Healy, of Dudley, 
Massachusetts, of whom it is said 
~ that :each year be had made and 
· stored in the cellar of his · stone 
tnanslon 85 to 120 barrels of cider, 
·and that he· usually had to borrow 
some from the neighbors to put 
• 
!, him through the haying. He did 
o not drink all that cider himself 
however. , It was · his custom t~ 
keep on 'the .highway ·1n · front of 
. his place a bai;rel of hard elder to 
V h" h ' . w 10 was chained a . drinking · cup, 
t this for the free u~e _of passers by,, 
J white .or· Indian._ .. 
. '* * ·* ' 
HANNAH; DAUGHTER OF 
Nananlel ·Healy, was married to 
t William Young , and ·'that. couple 
. l were the great'."'grandparents of 
:ari~ham Young, who guided ·his 
. company of Latter -- Day Saints 
. across plains ·. an~ ip.ountains and 
I founded. the co.lo. ny at Salt .Lak.e. · .. * *· * EZRA· ~ALY, 'GRANDFATH-
er ~t th6 writer, was a 'Methodist 
~lnister in New York~ His .bishop 
· sent him as a missionary· to · Can• 
ada, ·and -he became one ef the ·out~ 
standinJ? min1stP s of that ·period. 
The f'a~lly settled at · Smlth'1 Fa.Ha, 
ih. ·Lanark coutinty; tn what la now 
Ontarlof And it was there that the 
writer ot thft sketches was born in 
1841. . 1.1he boy sMms to have de-
veloped ideas of his own at an early 
age., for he recalls that after read-
ing "Pilgrim'tc Progress,'' he and 
his yoUJ:iger brother Henry drama-
tized portions ot it, to· Ht!firy being 
· assigned the character ot the meek 
Christian, whilA Ezra made things 
uncornfottable for him in the 
charactet of Apollyon. 
* * * IN 1849 DR. HEALY'S-FATHER 
loaded hls goods on & covered sleigh 
and With his f~mily d~ove west 300 
miles to whl.t was known as the 
Queen•1 Bush and- .settled at Dray-
ton, then & hamlet on the Cones-
toga river. It was there that Ezra's 
youth waa apent, and it was. in re-
membrance ot the old home town 
in Ontario that the tity of Dray-
ton, North D~kota, was named. Aft-
er the lapse of many yeara Dr. 
Healy waxes eloquent in his de-
scription of the landscape familiar 
in his boyhood, and through which 
I have passed many times. To 
quote: · 
• * * 
"A BEAUTIFUL SITUATION; 
a community hewn out· of the vlr-
. gin forests · of sugar maple, elm, 
· birch, .beech and basswood, with 
here and there a wide ' open space 
called a beaver meadow, in which 
native berries, and wild . plums 
abunded, with butterntite, hazel 
nuts, black cherriei, etc., scattered 
over a coul)try rich by n·ature, but 
requiring much work to bring it in"." 
to proouctlon. ' 
,. * * * ' 
. "CHOPPING TREES IN THE 
A.t first, when harvest caine the. 
grain was cut with a sickle and in 
due time threshed with a tian. we 
always bad a fanning mill, and the 
horse-pow~r thresher was a tnod-
ern achievetnent. . I well remember 
?ne "Gilrie's €leaner/' and- when 
it .began to deliver the wheat ready 
for sacking. 'I'he sickle gave way to 
the cradle, and . many I pairs of 
brawny · arms, swinging. -under a 
hot . sun, kept the . most skillful 
binders busy to keep up _with them. 
Tbe cradle gave way to the reaper 
the first one · brought to the neigh~ 
borhood by J(?hn G. Adams. A ·man 
stood a little lower ' than ·the rea 
platform and pushed oft . the wheat 
when enough had accumulated to 
· f ortn a s~eat. This was soon fol-
lowed · by the self-binder, . a vast 
improv11ment. In indoor changes 
yve find the sewing machine making 
1ts ·appearance, at first a little 
chafn.:.stf tch a.ff air, which promptly 
raveled as soon as one stitch was 
broken. · 
' * * ;* "THE .DIPPED CANDLE WAS 
$Ucceeded by the one ·that ran in 
molds, and I well -- remember Moth-
er's first purchase, brought p.roudly 
from the village, of a new' coal-oil 
lamp and_ a gallon ot the , precious 
fluid, .for which she paid . 80 cents. 
Eafly candle-light was the .an• 
nounced time for be_glnning of · eve-
ning serv_lce in church; or tor the 
publio .lecture _ on temperance; or 
for ~ public debate in the old Divis-
/ 
ion No. 439 of the Sons of -Temper-
ance, of which I became a ·member 
. and recording scribe. ·when I was 
fourteen years of age." 
' * . *·. .• . ' 
FURTHER · MATERIAL FROM 
Dr. Healy's manuscript will be gl~ cf 
·en tomorrow. - ' 
winter, clearing up the land in the 
surnxner, :.fn som,e cases gathering 
and laaching the ashes and oiling . 
th& lye in the ·manufacture of pot- 1 
~sh. .were some of the industr~~s. 
IN THE SELECTION FROM der his guidance, largely outside of . 
Dr. Ezra lualy'a reminiscences school hours, that the lad laid the 
quoted yesterday mention is maua foundation for a truly liberal edu-
1 cation. 
of the Sons of Temperance. For "In my home village with WU-
many years that liam Taylor teacher," writes Dr. 
organization was Healy, "by arriving before school 
an important in- and staying after 4 P. M,, I had 
fluence in the already taken algebra, quadratics, 
promotion of to- geometry, through the first four 
t a 1 abstinence. books of Euclid, and had made a 
Almost e v e r Y very good start in Latin grammar." 
community h ad This was in a rural community in 
its branch or di- the backwoods before he was 14 
vision of the or- years old. . 
der. Its ritual * * * 
and regalia were AT THE AGE Oli' FOURTEEN 
features of inter- he began to teach school. Old resi-
est, and a certain dents of the locality will recognize 
desirable s o c i al the location of the Butterworth 
standing was as- school in which his first teaching 
sociated w l t h was done from the description; "on 
W. P. Davies, membership, I t the 10th concession of Maryboro." 
was in the work of the order that He was hired for a year at an an-
young Healy became familiar with nual salary of $100. School was held 
the essential elements of parlia- every other Saturday, and there 
mentary practice. One incident in was vacation in the last two weeks 
connection with the order is thus in August and Christmas week. The 
related by Dr. Healy: oldest pupil was 28 years of age, 
* * * and sported a full beard. Here the 
''THE CONESTOGA RI v ER boy teacher spent two years, en-
usually indulged in a great freshet joying his work, and meantime 
in the spring, one of which carried reading Macaulay's "History of 
out the dam which provided stor- England," Stevens' "History of 
age for the grist mill at Hollen, Methodism, and other standard 
five miles down stream. George works. 
Henderson, proprietor, led a num- * * * 
ber of men in very severe and haz- A VISIT TO NIAGARA FALLS 
ardous work In the cold stream. at the age of 16 gave the boy his 
When at last they could rest he first ride on a railway train-from 
took them into the village bar room Guelph to Toronto-and his first 
and gave them hot whisky. Zealous steamer ride-Toronto to the Falls. 
members of the Hollen division * * * 
Sons of Temperance were prompt A SERIOUS ILLNESS FOLLOW-
to charge him with violation of his ing an attack of measles almost 
pledge, but the members were not ended the career of young Healy. 
unanimous and after dispute pro For a time scarcely any hope of his 
and con lasting through many recovery was entertained. The doc-
weeks, they appealed to the Dray- tor, following · the practice of the 
ton division to come and listen to day, had ordered that nothing could 
the argument and give an opinion be given the patient, but after the 
which they said they would respect doctor had gone the boy begged 
as advisory, although they did not his mother for just a taste of cold 
pledge themselves to follow it. water, She could not resist his 
About 15 of us went over on horse- pleading, and brought him a glass 
back, either to help in rescuing of water from which she fed him a 
the man whom his stern brothers couple of spoonfuls. He asked her 
would condemn for a. generous act to let him sip a little from the top 
of hospitality. We were unanimous of the glass, and when she yielded 
against the men who wanted Hen- he drained it dry, to her utter hor-
1 derson disciplined and succeeded in ror, Instead of dying, he went to 
persuading them to drop their sleep, perspired freely, and recov-
complaint. In the following season ered. 
Henderson himself was drowned in * * * 
a similar freshet, the body not be- TRAVELING LE C T URE R S, 
ing found for many days, and then mesmerists, clairvoyants and so 
over a mile below the dam." Dr. forth furnished occasional enter-
Healy does not say whether or not tainment. One night the young 
Henderson's accusers considered teacher shared his room with one 
his fate a penalty for serving whls- of these entertainers, who, notic-
,_ ky. · ing a copy of Virgil on a stand, 
* * * caught the sentence "Obstupuy; 
DR. HEALY GIVES AN INTER- Stete rune que comae et vox fauci-
esting outline of his school days, bus haesit." Unhesitatingly he 
and of the influence which various translated as follows: "I was dumb-
teachers had on his progress. One founded; ivery hair stood on end 
of these, William Taylor, seems to like pig's bristles and divil a word 
have been a faithful friend as well could I speak." 
as a capable teacher, for it was un~j (Continued Tomorrow). 
REV. D:R. EZRA HEALY, SEt,. 
ectlons from whose reminiscences 
have occupied this column for the 
past two days, through al. his lat-
er youth enter-
tained the defin-
i t e purpose to 
equip himself for 
the minhstry. H.is 
fat her was a 
Methodist c 1 a s s 
leader and local 
preacher. H i s 
grandfather had 
been ,distinguish-
ed for service. in 
the pulpit and In 
- the mission field. 
He was reared in 
& religious atm.os• 
phere and among 
Davles neighbors to 
whom religion was a · real and vi-
tal thing. Hence, while he contem-
plated a college course having all 
the elements ot liberal culture, his 
reading, during his school-teaching 
days, including not only a wide 
• ran.re of works appropriate to a 
~. liberal · arts course, but a long list 
of works on :theolo~ and church 
history, 
. * * * 
Hm :ATTENDED COLLEGE "AT 
Coburg, Ontario, interrupting his 
d course to serve for a year or two 
aa asaistan~ pastor. · One paragraph 
_ in his manuscript reads:. 
~ * * '* 
t1 ''IT IS INTEREST, AT . LEAST 
L· to myself, to note briefly some of 
.t the work that I did at the old ·sem-
i- !nary in this one year. (1865). For 
example, on November 2 I finished 
reading · Sallust's Catallne. t ;had 
read Caesar's. Commentaries, taken 
r exercises 1n Latin prose besides a 
- review .of .Latin grammarandmak~ 
• ing a beginning on Virgll. I ad 
e gone pretty thoroughly through the 
Greek grammar and the Anabasls. 
I had-reviewed the algebra and . ge-
, ometry done in my home vlllage 
school after hours~ besides in my 
Iroquois year I had a good deal of 
interruption of study through my 
social contacts with friends :whose 
h namea I had. long known..''- ... -~-
~t * ** . · THAT HE WAS AN 'EARNEST 1
• young man ·1s obvious. But it 'is 
>S equally clear that he was not a 
C'.· solemn one. His record ·ts inter-
spersed with accounts of pleasant 
social gatherings, tea meetings, 
singing iSchool, and amusing ad-
1e ventures. Feminine · char.m appeal-
~ ed to him. On one occasion, after 
~- arrlvln, at the seminary he asked 
his cousin, Phllo Whitney "Who is 
that beautiful girl with the dark 
wavy .hair?"· "Why,"· said Philo, 
)2 "That's your cousin, Evelyn Van 
d. Camp.'' "Im sorry",. was· the reply. 
. -=- She '\Vas one. of the numerous rela-
ia tives distributed pretty generally 
through the province,. and he had 
n~ver •een. her before. But -.nother 
•o cousin, William Whitney; married 
l'• h~r1 regardl~ss of the relationship. 
* * * tn YOUNG EZRA: HEALY MET 
bis fate in the person ()f Mary Ed-
- munds, daughter of a substantial 
· .ij-l re. 1ldent of Hollen, . only five m. iles 
. from Drayton. For five years the 
. romantio attachment which began 
between these two young people 
gr~w and strengthened, Then they 
were married, and after 58 years, 
until the , time of writing in 1931, 
that rela.tlonship continued, a bond 
ot mutual love and helpfulness. 
* * * 
DURING THE NEXT FEW 
years the young preacher served 
many communities in both eastern 
and western Ontario. Doubtless 
many of the· older residents of 
North Dakota, especially those 
from. the western Ontario counties, 
have heard him preach, for his 
manuscript contains mention of 
pastorates held or special services 
conducted at Drayton, Elora, Fer-
guS', Listowell, Mitchell, Stratford, 
St. Thomas and other towns whose 
names are f amiUar to many of our 
North Dakota people. Casual m,n-
tlon fa made of Judge Jones of 
Brantford, whom I remember well 
8.11 a venerable« dignified jurist,; 
* * * DURING HIS EARLY YEARS 
he becam~ acquainted with the 
game of croquet~ which was then 
new. The first set which be used 
was not bought; but made . at home. 
A neighbor youth turned the balls 
and Healy and another lad made 
the mallets. During a vac~tion 
Healy was invite~ to r preach at. a 
neighboring vlllage, and there he 
was the guest of friends. During I 
the visit .the young · people played 
croquet. A lady member ot the 
flock asked a frl,nd who that 
strange young man was, and on 
bein-g told that he was the student 
pastor who was to preach next 
Sunday she said she was glad of 
that, for· if he .had been their reg-
ular pastor she never would have 
wanted to hear him preach again. 
Croquet was regarded pretty seri-
ously by many. in those days. Dr. 
Healy also JX1,entions witnessing his 
first waltz, and of the impression 
of the dance which he had · obtain-
ed from r~adlng Byron. 
* * . * 
·IN READING DR, HEALY'S 
manuscript it ls interesting to note 
the manner in which he fixes the 
time · of incidents in his own life 
with events in the world ·at large. 
Thus · ce·rtain things took place at 
the· outbreak. of the American Civil 
war. ·The assassination of Lincoln, 
• • - - - -L••-- -• .-,. - ., • • • I .. - -
tne ca.1,11.un• ox ~ooUJ, e lt.,e11ian 
raid, the Tweed scandals, Stanley's 
expedition in· search· o:f Livingstone, 
the Alabama award, Gladstone's 
foreign policy-these are some o 
the things which fixed times and 
seasons in the young man's mind, 
an indication of alert intellect, 
broad vision, and an intense inter-
.est in all the 'a.ff airs of . mankind. 
Mention is also made of scores .of , 
fellow clergymen with whom he 
came m ·contact, with expressions 
of admiration an<l sympathy and 
little character sketches revealing 
keen Insight and understanding of 
human natur.~ . - .l!J.~ "~--
* * * I>:R.· HEALY'S PAGES HAVE 
interested me greatly, and I ·should 
like to linger over his early life. 
But it Is necessary to pass on, and 
the next chapter wlll deal , with the 
migration of the family to North 
Dakota. ' ~. I.: 
L' I 
J.Lu .ti.t! .. ALTH CONTRIBUTED What will you do then?' We re-
to the migration of Ezra Healy to Pli?d 'The going ove~ of such good 
North Dakota. There had been in- Britons as we are will prevent an-
terruptions in the pastoral work in other war.' Who shall say it has 
t ?" Ontario and change of scene had no · 
proved beneficial, * * * 
so it was at first THOSE OF THE PARTY THAT 
decided to move had reached Emerson drove back 
to 'Manitoba and to the "big bend" in the Red river, 
there take up pio- and there they took homestead 
neer life on the claims: McCrea staked out a town 
. p r a i r i e. Two site, and the selection of a name 
. brothers a n d for the town was considered, as a 
s om e neighbors postoffice was to be established. 
decided to join From the numerous suggestions it 
the party. The was decided to call the town Dray-
expedition, which ton, after the Ontario town which 
traveled in four had been home to most of the set-
sections, consist- lers. Mr. Healy was appointed post-
ed of MrA and master, and Drayton, Dakota ter-
Mrs. Healy . and ritory, was placed on the map in 
their young son,, July, 1878. 
W. P. Davies. Willie, Ezra's * · * * 
younger brothers, James and IN ANTICIPATION OF THE 
' George, A. W. McCrea, Mr. 1,1.nd arrival of their women and chil-
Mrs. J. w. Fawcett and son Edgar, dren from Emerson the men built 
A. J. Wallace, Henry Wallace and the first house in Drayton, a log 
Wesley Patmore, with livestock structure 10 feet square roofed 
and household goods. with clay, with openings left for 
* * * a door and a. window. When the 
THE ROUTE WAS BY RAIL newcomers arrived it was found 
through Chicago to Fisher's Land- that food had been overlooked, and , 
ing, thence by boat. When Mr. there was nothing to eat but oat-1 
Healy and his little family boarded meal. The commissary department· 
the steamer at Fisher, Captain arrived next day with flour, bacon 
Griggs, who was in charge, inquir- and other supplies, and Mr. Healy 
ed their destination in his usual, distinguished himself by catching 
, stentorian tones, and in tones as j a 21-pound catfish, which helped 
nearly similar as pos:;;ible Mr. Hea- out materially. For some time that 
ly replied "Winnipeg." He and 10 by 10 cabin served for the en-
Captain Griggs became fast friends, tire party, as well as for occasion-
and after Drayton was founded al visitors. One night 14 persons 
the captain said that when he slept on the floor. 
stopped there to throw off goods * * * 
the inhabitants came down with THAT FIRST SUMMER AT 
Bibles and held Sunday school Drayton is described. as a. very 
while the work was in progress. pleasant one. A cow was bought * * * for $35.000. Grasshoppers were 
AT EMERSON J'AMES AND plentiful for bait with' which to 
George Healy, who had preceded catch goldeyes, crabs for sheep-
the others, boarded the steamer heads, and frogs for catfish. Prat-
and said that they had arranged rie chickens were so plentiful that 
to settle nine miles out and insist- often one could be killed by throw-
ed that the others join them.
1 
ing a wrench or a. whetstone at it. 
Goods were hurriedly unloaded, A big black bear was chased on 
and some of the men tramped the horseback by most of the com-· 
nine miles, often through water, to pany a~d shot by McCrea, who 
the prospective home areas on the claimed the hide as · his prize. 
Roseau river. The location was * * * 
marshy and did not appeal to the THE FIRST WINTER THE 
newcomers, and the entire party Healys-Ezra, his wife and child 
decided to double back and settle and his brothers, were alone. A, J. 
, in th~ United States. Wallace had come to Grand Forks 
* * * to serve as pastor of the Method-
CHANGE OF POLITICAL A.Ir ist church, and the other members 
legiance, which that change of pro- of the , party had gone back to On-
gram necessitated, was not regard- tario for the winter. In December 
ed by those people in a light or the family was plunged into sor- t 
casual manner. "But," writes Dr. ;row by the death of little Willie. 
Healy, "we had long approved the There were many such tragedies 
course of George Washington and on the lonely l)lains, and the page 
his compatriots, and we looked up- or so that Dr. Healy devotes to 
on this peaceful change of loyal- that event might stand as a simple 
ties as under the approval of the and sincere record of the anguish 
t same Providence that led them. The which wrung many hearts in sim-
~ Rev. Geo. Young said to A, J'. Wal- ilar circumstances. · 
lace and me 'There has been war * * * 
between Britain and the United ANOTHER INSTALLMENT IN 
~ States, and there may be a~ain, I this series is on the way. 
--------, 
IN NOVEMBER, 1878, THE 
Canadian-born inhabitants of the 
little settlement at Drayton, North 
Dakota, participated for the first 
time in an elec-
tion. as citizens 
of the United 
States. Rev. Ezra 
Healy was · elect-
ed justice of the 
peace, which of .. 
fice was added to 
his other respon-
sibilities as min-
ister of the gos-
pel, land agent i 
an d postmaster. 
In the following 
June he officiat-
ed at the first 
wedding t o b e 
Davies s o 1 e m n iz e d at 
• Drayton Unfortunately he does 
not recall the name of the groom, 
but the ·bride was one Pricilla :rane 
Tucker. The couple came 35 miles 
for the ceremony, the bride riding 
in a wagon drawn by a wild ·yoke 
of steers. The groom had to travel 
on foot to manage · the animals by 
means of ropes tied around their 
~orris. The ~eremony, so the ·rec-
ord reads, occupied about 'two and 
a half minutes. Then, aft.er a up-
per of bread, bacon and syrup, the 
L · ~appy couple started on · their 
Jour11,ey home. The .. first resident 
wedding in Drayton, in which · the 
• ceremony was also performed by 
Mr. Healy, was in June, 1880, and 
united in marriage Miss Serena 
. Healy and A. J. Wallace. 
3 * * * 
1 .EARLY IN THE SPRING OF 
l 1879 members of the Drayton col-
L ony who had gone east for the 
winter returned, bringing neigh-
. bors and relatives with , them, 
~ among them Mr. and Mrs. Almon 
He~ly, parents of Ezra. · On Aug-
ust 22, 1879, the First Methodist 
• JOpiscopal church of Drayton was 
l organized with the fallowing char-
t ter members. ·Almon, Lucy, Serena, 
James . C., ·Henry ·w., Jucy A., 
Laura L., Ezra A., Mary P., George 
' W. and Lucy E .. _Healy, A. W. andi 
· Cynthia M~Crea, ~lbert J. F, S., ( 
and J. W. Wallace and Susanna 
. Fawcett., Rev. Almon Healy, fath-
. er of the writer~ was· chosen pastor. 
*· * * THE 'FIRST FRAME HOUSE. 
in Drayton was th·e home of Mr. 
and Mrs.J David Graham, built . in 
• 1879, :The first year's operation of 
the. postoffice netted $30. Ezra 
· Healy's · first crop of wheat was 
209 bushels, an excellent ·sample, 
l worth 70 cents a bushel. On · the 
1 
day of the threshing the threshers 
I w ~ served nine prairie chickens, 
pork chops, potatoes, onions, pick-
led beets and nee pudding, all of 
this except the pudding produced 
right on the far~. 
J. 
.. • ... I 
ON OCTOBER 1, 1879, THE 
settlers had their ,first experie~ce 
1 
with a prairie fire. The weather 
had been hot and dzy, and a blaze, 
starting somewhere in the· west, 
swept through, the tall , dry grass 
with the speed of a race-horse. 
The village was tolerably safe, al~ 
though many ember~ fell within 
it. The little blazes thus started 
were quenched by the women: with 
water or beaten out with wet sacks. 
The men were busy plowing fire 
breaks and trying to save live 
stock and other property. Mr. 
Healy drove his one pig to satety, 
but the animal returned to his sty 
and was burned to death. J. W. 
Fawcett and Michael Duffy were 
overtaken on their way from Pem- , 
bina. Fawcett bore the scars from I 
his bums for the rest of his life. 
Duffy died later from his injuries. 
* * * MRS. W. BELLAMY STARTED 
out from her cabin with , her boy 
of slx · at her side and her babe in 
her arms to run for safety. The 
boy was found in the early morn-
ing wa.n.dering about in the dark-
ness. The bodies of the mother 
and babe were found in the track 
of the fire, the mother's arm 
thrown over the chUd to shield it I 
from the flames. Men who had 
spent years on the plains said that 
was the worst prairie fire in their 
experience. 
* * * CONTRASTED. WITH DR . 
Healy's story of the fire is his de-
scription of the blizzard which 
raged for .three days in December, 
1879. In spite of stormy weather, 
however, the settler were able to 
enjoy life. Social and literary en-
tertainments, debates, sin.ging in 
which everyone joined · with a will 
kept minds alert, , and there is I 
·nothing in the · record to indicate 
, that those people felt that they 
were undergoing hardship •. 
* * * DR. HEALY SPENT BUT 
eight years in North Dakota, but 
during that tlm& he made his im-
press on the sta.te. A delegation 
of . 24. ·was sent from the ter ltory 
to Washington to further the pla.n · 
. for division of the territory, and 
Healy and Jud LaMoure were 
chosen to represent Pembina coun-
ty. Another of the .delegates was 
Col. W. H. Brown, of Grand Forks, 
who · kept the proceedlngs moving 
:when _there was any tendency to 
lag. Healy was chosen to present 
the case to . th~ congressional com-
tee. 
* * * 1
· MR. HEALY WAS :ALSO A 
member . of the Board of Regents 
of the University of North Dakota. 
The other members were Doctors 
lJollins, Evans and Teele and. 
~a.mes Twamley. The legislature 
had ·1ocated the University at Grand 
Forks, and it was · the duty of the 
board. to ch9ose a site. Budge & 
Eshelman tendered the twenty 
acres. now occupied by the cam-
pus, and Dr. He~ly writes that the 
off e~ was unanimously accepted. 
* * * DR. HEALY ·MOVED TO CALI-
fornia in 1886, being tempted by 
the -. climate, which he felt would I 
be better suited to him· than that 
of North Dakota • . In the. years 
that have passed I he has been a 
prominent figure in church circles 
in that · · state, and has won the 
recognition which his talents ·and 
character merit. _The record of his 
long life . is a record of service and 
ac~ievemenl, . and it is fortunate 
for North. Dakota that there were 
men ' of -his type to · help lay its 
foundations. · 
MY FRIEND REV. JAMES and sanctity with the rest of the 
Austin, of Hannah, tells me that Bible, and. they would have con-
an uncle of his was precentor'' in sidered blasphemous any criticism 
Zion Presbyteri\n church i~ my o.f its form. · 
h o . in e t o w n, * * * 
Brantfort, . Onta- REPAIRS ARE TO BE MADE 
rio, during the in the base of the Washington 
ministry of Dr. monument, as it was discovered 
Cochrane, one of that certain defects in construction 
whose · twin sons had caused unequal distribution of 
· is now pastor of weight which might result in a 
a United church crash. A writer in discussing the 
in Toronto. That subject suggests that unless the re-
precentorship was pairs are made the monument may _ 
before my time, topple over on the capital. The city 
as, when I went of Washington occupies a fairly 
to hear Dr. Coch-. large area, and as there are no 
rane, as I did oc- other structures in the immediate 
casionally, they vicinity it is difficult to imagine 
had an organ in the monument falling over on the 
the church which capital. And as the monument is a 
W. P! Davies. was played by mile or so from the capitol, he 
Lou Heyd. I find that some of mJ surely could not have though of 
friends do not know what a pre- the monument re-aching that far. 
· ·Centor is-or was-so I will ex- On a visit to the monument I no-
plain. The precentor was an im- ticed that the,. horizontal edges of 
portant functionary in Presbyter- the lower blocks of masonry were 
ian churches before the sacred pre:- chipped, and my curiosity led me 
cincts were invaded by the organ, to examine the blocks on all four 
iWhich was once held to be a sac- sides. I found that the chipping 
religious instrument, and · before was general. I ~upposed it to be 
the days of church choirs. Singing due to the slight swaying of the 
was an act of worship in which all great structure in the wind. ' 
the members were expected to par- * * * 
ticipate, and it was all done, as it AN EDITORIAL IN A WAU-
were, by hand. The only musical in- sau, Wisconsin paper tells of an 
strument permitted , was the pre- auto driver being fined for blowing 
centor's tuning fork. The precen- his horn too persistently when traf-
tor picked the tune and led the fie was held· up at a street inter-
'. singing. Seated in the front pew, section. Commenting on the case 
· he arose when the psalm was given the paper .says that the horn 
, out, struck his tuning fork, sound- squaker is the worst of the traffic 
, ed the · keynote and led off. The nuisances, which is perhaps mak-
congregation followed according to ing it .a little strong, but which 
'· the taste and ability of the mem- even in that form will be endorsed 
bers. Often there was really good by many· who have been annoyed 
singing. by the furious blowing of a horn 
* * * by t;tie fellow at the rear of a long 
CONSCIENTIOUS SCRUPLES line of stationary cars when he 
which barred the organ, derisively hasn't the slightest idea as to the 
known in Scotland as a "kist 0 , cause of the delay, arid when those 
whistles " extended to the singing in front are just as anxious to get 
of hym~s in church. Strict .ortho- moving as he is. 
doxy demanded the ·use only of * * * . . 
psalms. As the \psalms of David, as . ANOTHER BAD ACCIDENT 
rendered in the King James ver- has occurred at the corner h~lf 
sion, would not be easy , to sing, way to Thompson. Two cars hav:e 
some genius paraphrased them in overrun that · corner this season, 
rhyme and meter, · and they are and others have- come within an 
found in metrical version in the ace of doing so. For some un-
latter pages of many old Bibles. In known ·reason that seems to be a 
trying, to retain the spirit of the bad corner. The road is wide and 
text and at the same time to work · the turn well b~nked, and the turn 
, in rhyme and rhythm the·. para- is marked by the usual sign. Yet 
, phraser has achieved some_ aston- for some reason there is a tenden-
ishing results. However, there was cy to miss the sign and overrun 
a time when many of the faithful the angle. If some one can discov-
church people regar<;led the met- er what the difficulty is he will be 
rical version as of equal authority conferring a favor. 
AT ORVI!LE, WASHINGTON, experiments were not directed to 
the other day, Floyd Artman flew the problem of gliding as such. 
jn his glider 13% hours, and he Their objective was the powered 
claims the American gliding rec- machine, and they were interested 
ord for .his per- in gliding only as a means of de-
f ormance. · Other termining questions of balance. In 
gliders h a v e their experiments they never did 
flown for great anything even approaching the 
distances in this crudest gliding flights of today. 
country and re- The history of gliding is as if men 
mained aloft for had .first learned to run and then 
many hours. Glid- to stand upright. Tlle explanation, 
ing has reached of course, is simple. Flying under 
its most advanc- power provided opportunities for 
ed stage in Ger-, observation and for learning what 
m any.. Treaties! was necessary to fly without pow-
imposed restric- er. But, theoretically, there is no 
tions on power reason why Noah could not have 
flying in Ger- glided from the top of Mount Ar-
many, and many arat. 
of the airmen of * * * 
Davies that country took STORIES OF DR. EZRA HEA-
to gliding instead. One of the curi- ly have interested Milo Walker of 
ous things about gliding is that it Bowesmont, who knew the Healy 
was not practiced centuries ago. family in Canada and also in Pem-
The powered flying machine had bina county. Mr. Walker can recite 
to await the development of a the names of all the members of 
' light, strong internal-combustion the family and tell whom they 
engine. That required the use of married. His father's farm and· 
· metals unknown to the ancients; that of Dr. Healy's father back in 
, Electricity was needed for ignition, Ontario adjoined, or, as Mr. Walk-
, and the ancients knew nothing er puts it, they '-'butted up to each 
about the use of electricity. Special other on the blind line." -The Healy 
fuels we.re needed, and it took a farm was on the ten th concession 
long time ,to develop these. of Maryboro township and the 
* * * Walker farm on the twelfth con-
BUT FOR GLIDING ALL THE cession. 
mechanical requirements are a . * * * , 
light, strong framework and suit- THAT DOESN'T SEEM QUITE 
able fabric for covering. All these right to me ·as, according to my 
were in existence and in use in recollection the concessions are 
Rome under the Caesars a,nd in ' numbered · consecutively and the 
Egypt under the Pharoahs. And tenth should adjoint, or butt up 
there were in those days craftsmen against the ninth 4 or the eleventh. 
as skillful as any ·of today. With Of course that is all Greek to 
the materials at his command and those who are familiar only with 
the skill which he possessed an the division of l~nd into square 
Egyptian artisan four thousand sections. In western Ontario the 
years ago could have duplicated land is divided into blocks resemb-
the best glider in existence today. ling city blocks, the long strip * * * fronting on the main road being 
ALL THROUGH THE , CEN- known a~ a concession, or grant. 
turles th~re has been the ·urge to Back of it, and fro11-ting on the 
fly. Thousands of attempts have next in -road, is the next concession. 
been made, resulting in the break- The farm lots are long and narrow, 
ing of numerous bones as the ad- fronting on the main roads and ad-
venturers leaped from high places i joining at the rear. Side roads oc-
with outspread wings. The same· cur at convenient distances, simil-
winds blew and the birds soared ar to what are commonly called 
just as they do now, inviting imi- avenues in cities. 
tation. Yet it was not until the . * * * 
Twentieth century that men learn- MR: WALKER RECALLS THAT 
ed to fly at all, and not until well the first physician in Drayton; On-
into the century, when powered tario, was a negro named Labur-
machines were in general use was tin, who was also a Baptist preach-
a flight ever made in a craft under er. He mentions a colored colony 
complete control of the operator 10 miles from Drayton and another 
and depending solely on the wind near a village called Lakelet. Most 
for its motive power. of the colored inhabitants of On-* * * tario are in the southern part of 
IT IS TRUE THAT THE the province, especially north <>f 
1Wrights made many experiments in Lake Erle. They are descendants -
I 
improvised gliders before they took of escaped slaves who crossed at 
to the air. under power. ·But t~eir Detroit or Niagara. 
WRITING FROM OHICAGO as Carlisle,. Later Mr. Johnson 
where she is .. "tinr Mrs. J. P. moved to Mou~tain, where he en-
visi ' d gaged in farmmg al).d insurance. 
Nockels, of Grand Forks, sen s * * * 
a page given her DURING THE YEARS MR. 
by ~ frie!1d, Miss Johnson won the respect and con-
Ann ·. Florin form... fidence of his neighbors, being 
erly of Croo~ston, elected to almost every local of-
clipped fro m a fice in the gift of the community. 
book ~! verse en- He was an ardent Democrat, and 
titled Local and he campaigned vigorously ·tor John 
National P~~ts of Burke fO'f: Governor i..nd was rec-
Am e r i ca. The ognized in appointment on the 
clipping contains governor's staff with the title of 
two selections by colonel. In 1918, although he had 
a former Q-rand reached an age at which most men 
Forks girl, Tres- are reluctant to assume new re-
sie E. Mosette. sponsibilities, he became a candi-
One, written ,at date for the state house of repre-
the age of ~lev- sentatives. His platform was the 
en, is entitled single sentence "I am against 
W. P. Davies. "Grand l41' ot r ks, Townley,, and on that issue and 
I love thee best," and the other is his own' sturdy personal character, 
"Memories of Monterey, ,Cal." I he was elected, to serve four con-
am not able to id~ntlfy the writer secutive terms until he declined 
with certainty, but I assume that another ·nomination. 
she was a daughter of J. B. Mos- . . * * * 
ette, a Grand Forks business man THE MOUNTAIN SETTLE-
in the early years of the city. Aµ ment of Icelanders has produced 
inscription accompanying her P0.r- many, men of marked ability, some 
. trait '. says that she was , born in of whom are now serving in hon-
Morrl;Son county, Minn., in 1870~ arable positions in various parts 
The family appears to have come of the country. Colonel Johnson's 
to Grand Forks about 1878. r.t:he activities were confined to North 
verses are of the uneven qual~ty Dakota, but his record is one of 
, 1 to be expected of a young and lD· which any family and any race 
experienced writer. may well be proud. 
* * * * * * COLONEL PA UI., JOHNSON, · SOME .DAYS AGO I WON'-
• of Mountain, N. D., whose death dered what had become of .the 
occurred at ·Drayton last week, bees · which have been so numer-
1 was one of the little group of Ice- ous in recent seasom. A friend 
landic immigrants who were pion- tells me that great numbers of 
eers in the settlement of the north- them have sta:r;ved to death. 
west, and an unusual number of Spring drouth, ii appears, prevent-
whose members have been con- ed the secretion of the usual 
ceded positlons of leadership be- quantity of honey with the result 
cause of demonstrated abllitr .and that thousands of the insects per-
high personal character. ·coming ished. One apiarist reports gath-
from Iceland to Toronto at the age ering up dead bees by the hand-
of 21 and working ' there for two ful around his hives for days in 
years, he joined a. 'group of _ col- succession. 
· onists who h~d come from Ice- * . * * 
, land in 1885 on their way to Man- ANOTHER PECULIARITY OF 
, itoba. Their .first settlement .was this season is that some, at least, 
, formed on the w,est shore of ·Lake of the gypsophila, or baby's breath, 
· Winnipeg, where · now is . the thriv- which is used so freely on bou-
. ing town· ·and aummer . resort of quets, has developed poisonous 
· Glmli. tendencies. Cases of severe skin 
· * * * · and eye· irritation from handling 
• AT THAT SETTLEMENT MR. the plants 1 are reported by per-
. Johnson helped to .build the fir11t sons who have her.etofore had no 
, log house, and there he and his trouble of the kind. Many plants 
· young wife passed through a his- are irritant . to ·· certain persons . 
. Uric ·epidemic of smallpox -and T~ere are those, for instance~ who 
eudured almost unbelievable pri- are :poisoned bY: contact with a 
) vation. ·.Thence the J ohnsons mov- primrose, while others . are not af-
' ed to Pembina county, homestead- fected, but this is the first time 
: Ing nine miles southwest of Pem- that I have heard of such irrita- i 
. bina, near & hamlet then known tion from handling baby's breath. ~ 
EARL H~NDRICKSON, SON I 
of H. Hendrickson, who· drives a 
street . railway bus and lives at 
1116 Second avenue North, is con-
vinced that the 
wren that inhab-
1 t e d his little 
wren house last 
year returned this 
year and waited 
around impatient-
ly for the house 
to be placed in 
position this ye~r. 
The house was 
stored inside for 
the winter, and 
after the birds 
had begun to flit 
around this 
spring Earl got 
W. P. Davtea. it out, attached it 
to its pole, and proceeded to set 
it up just above the lower branches 
ol. a tree in the yard. While he was 
fastening the pole to the tree he 
looked up, and there was the wren, 
perched on the gable of the house. 
The ' fastening completed, the on-
lookers moved back a short dis-
tance and watched. Immediately 
the wren entered the house, evi-
dently to inspect the interior. Find-
ing it all right the bird flew off, 
and in a moment returned with the · 
first twig that was to be used in 
building the new nest. The entire 
performance took only a few min-
utes. -
* * * 
IT SEEMS THAT I WAS COR-
rect in my guess that Tressie E. 
Mosette, mention of whose early 
poems was made in this column a 
few days ago, was the daughter of 
J. B. Mosette, a former Grand 
Forks business man. A friend who 
knew her phonea that this is the 
. fact, and that the young lady be-
came Mrs. F. T. Roat, whose hus-
band was a painter and decorator 
in Grand Forks for many years. 
Later the family moved to the vf .. 
cinity of Bemidji. 
* * * ANGELO FABROIO, A BALTI-
. more barber, does not like crooners 
and their patter. He has a radio at 
his home and another at his shop, 
and at each place somebody · was 
a.lways tuning in on a crooner. Most 
of the offensive no.ise seemed to 
come from a Jersey City station. 
Goaded almost beyond endurance 
Angelo was about to write to the 
president about it, but while he 
was composing his letter someone 
tuned in the Jersey station and 
there was heard a crooner crooning 
a song, "Angelo.'' ..... 
"" ..... -J" 
THAT WAS MORE THAN AN-
gelo himself could stand. Grabbing 
a Boy Scout knife he caught a bus 
for Jersey City. 'At the end of his 
350-mile journey he found the 
broadcasting station and forced his 
way into the studio. At that mo-
ment ~n ~ntertainer named Cassidy 
was smgmg a group\ of Scotish 
songs, but Angelo was .in no mood 
to make distinctions. He tackled 
Cassl~y wit~ his knife, and before 
he could be overpowered he had 
left slight scars on several people . . 
* * · * IN ANGELO'S ESTIMATION 
everyone connected with the studio 
was guilty· of crooning, and the 
fact that a man's name was Cas ... 
siday, and that he was singing 
Scottish songs made no difference 
to him. That should serve · as a 
warning to all crooners and all sta ... , 
tion managers. And another thing: 
What business has ~ man named 
Cassidy with Scottish songs? 
* * * I A RECENT SURVEY SHOWS/ 
1
1 
that 10 per cent of the tenant fam-
. llies in New York City have occu-
pied the -same homes for 10 years 
or more, and that 22 per cent have 
occupied the same apartments for 
five years or more. That disposes 
of the idea that all New York fam-
ilies move every six months. In 
fact, it appears that on the aver-
age New York families are more 
stable than are those in sev~ral 
other large cities. 
* * * . . FAMILIES IN SMALL TOWNS 
s~em to be more stationary than in 
large cities, perhaps because in 
the small towns a greater propor-
tion of them own their own homes. 
It would be interesting to know 
what families in Grand Forks have 
occupied their present homes long-
est. I know of Grand Forks f ami-
lies that have not moved in 40 
years, and I have no doub._ tlfere 
are some who have lived in their 
present homes longer than that. 
Has anyone in town ived in the 
same house 50 years? 
* *· * FRANCIS RICHARD, W H 0 
was born at Selkirk, Manitoba, in 
1864, has just completed the build-
i1:1g of a Red river cart, the only 
kind of vehicle with which he was 
familiar in his boyhood. The cart 
was built by hand, entirely of na-
tive timber, and, like the vehicles 
upon which it is modeled, it con-
tains not a nail or screw and not a 
bit of metal of any kind. The Red 
~~ver ~ar~ i~_ a stri~in~ exam~le of 
the adaptation of method to re-
quirement. Its immense wheels 
served the double purpose of giv-
ing the axle plenty of clearance 
and of providing large surface upon 
which the load '1ould rest on soft 
ground. Made Elntirely of native 
material, wood and rawhide, it 
could be built almost anywhere by 
anyone who was handy with a few 
simple ,tools. In case of breakage 
repairs could be made anywhere en 
route. Its load could be so balanced 
as scarcely to · be felt , by the ox 
which was its motive power, and 
during short waits the beast could 
lie down and rest without being 
unhitched. For power the ox was . 
superior to the horse except on reg-
ular routes where feed could be 
freighted, fer, though slow, the ox 
could live off the country and ac-
tually grow fat on grass alone, 
while the ho~se .required a grain 
ration to b~ eapabl~ of stead 
work. 
NIKOLA TESLA, FAMOUS EL- such a battery, erected just within 
ectrician and inventor, announces the border, would command the 
a group of inventions by means of neighbor's territory for that dis-
which he says war will be render- tance. With such an outfit at Ca-
ed impossible. He lais the French. could wipe London 
has found a meth- off the map, and with one at 
od, he s a y s, Southampton the British would 
where by a nation have all of northwestern France at 
will be able to their mercy. Similarly Italy could 
surround i irs e 1 f devastate · France and France Ger-
with an electric many. A plant at Pembina could 
· wall, impervious wipe out Winnipeg, and one at 
to attack. and de- Emerson could just about obliter-! 
structive to any- ate _the Twin Cities and everything I 
thing t o w a r d in between. Several times engines 
which ft may be of destruction have been made so 
directed within a terrile and so ponderous that it was 
ran g e of 250 thought that war had become im-
miles. Rays of possible; but it hasn't worked out 
such potency, he that way. 
says, can be di- * * * 
Davies rected against an AN ARTICLE BY WALDEMAR 
· attacking f OTce that they will de- Haempff ert on the exploration of 
stray utterly an army of a million the · earth's atmosphere sheds much 
men or sink the largest craft light on the purpose of the flights 
afloat. which are being made into the. up-
* * * per reaches, for another of which. 
THE REASON THAT THIS preparation has been under way in 
· the Black Hills for several weeks .. 
tremendous force can be use_d for To the layman such a flight is apt 
defense and no~ for attac~ hes in to present itself as a combinatien 
the fact, according to the inventor, of adventure and stunt, with the 
'that the generating plants must be incidental collection of some pos-
so large and heavy that they m~st sibly interesting data on tempera-
h a"": e permanent bases. Mobile ture, wind velocity, and so forth, 
eqmp~ent for them is out of the d the further P ssibility that 
question except that plants of mod- an ° . 
erate size may be installed on bat- ~eans may be found for navigat-
tleships for secondary work, but ing the upper air at a sp.eed much 
these will be subordinate to the greater than is now possible. 
heavy land plants, which wil~ niake ALL OF *THJriSE * FEATURES 
any country impregnable. With ev- . 
ery nation thus able to defend itself have the~r e~ements of i1:1terest, b?t 
arid 'none able to launch an eff ec- to the scientist they. a:~ dvrarf ed 1D 
tive attack war will be out of the interest by the possibihty of lea;n-
uestlo ~ ing facts about the ~om position j 
q n. * * * and behavior of the universe about' 
. which we know scarcely anything 
. WHILE T~SLA . IS A SCIEN::- at present. For many years scien-
tist of standing, with much valu- tists have ·been sending up sound-
a~le work to his credit, he. is. ~so ing balloons carrylng automatic 
gifted. with a lively imagination, recording instruments, and from 
and his present vision, like some of the records thus obtained many in-
bis others, seems to be too large, teresting facts about the atmos- tI 
and. perhaps too good, to be true. phere have been learned, among a 
Whlle he advances the _prevention others, that instead of being a uni- h 
of w_ar as th~ outstanding feature form body, the atmosphere is divid- c 
of ·his invention, he says that the ed into layers, quite distinct from ~ 
ra:ys which· he .exp.ects to pr~duce each other, each having special 
will also ~ave an important ~nflu- properties of its own. It has been b 
~nee on mdus~ry. by revolutioniz- learned, too, that certain rays of 
mg the tran~mission of power. By unknown character and origin are ? 
~eans of his inyention, he says, continually reaching the earth, and i 
p~wer c~n be. delivered at any de- the dis~overy of the origin of these t. 
sired pomt wit~i~ a radius of 100 rays, and . of definite facts about ~i 
mile$ with eff1c~ency. o~ 99 per their character will undoubtedly 
ce_nt. Those who are llmpmg along prove to be the key which win un .. a 
with present methods of transmis- lock the door which now shuts t 
sion and spending millions to plug from men much that they ,.wish to 
up leaks should sit up and take no- know. And, if this , is achieved in-
tice. stead of having reached ultimate * * · * truth, men will merely have learn-
THE PROBLEM OF ATTACK ed something more than they i 
and defense involved present some know now, and will at the same 
curious complications. If a battery; time have reached other closed 
can be set up which will repel at- doors which it will remain for their 
tack at a distance of 250 ··miles, 
1 
successors to unlock and open. 
AN UNEXPEC.TED TREAT ATland she considered it highly dis~e-
th tin of the Bygland · Luth- spectful to ref er to such a distm-
e mee g . guished man as ''Old Bull." Always 
er league on Sunday evening was a she referred to him as "Old Mr. 
group of violin selections played by Bull." 
E. Aakhus, ac- * * * 
companied by his IN THE CLIPPED SKETCH OF 
sister, Miss V~l- Mrs. Gretchen Wellman published, 
borg Aakhus. The in this column a few days ago the ! 
musicians are re· lady's maiden name appeared as 
spectively · t h e Gallinger. That form was inadver- 1 
eldest and young- tently followed in the reproduction 
est children of and comment. The correct name is 
E v i n d A_akhus, Gollinger, with an ".o." 
who was well * * * 
known through- - FUSSING AROUND WITH A 
out the northwest typewriter I was reminded of what 
as a v i ol i nist I believe was the first typewriter 
many years ago, used in the old Herald plant on 
and who, we 11 Third street. w. L. Straub, now 
past 80 years of editor of the St. Petersburg, Flori-
age, is 1 iv in g da, Times, was editor of the paper. 
W. r. Davies. quietly on a farm Joe Scanlan,· newspaper publisher 
about three miles south of Grand at Miles City, Mont., and Republi-
Forks. The son and daughter are can national committeeman for 
both engaged in musical work, the Montana, was a cub in the busiriess 
former in Minneapolis and the lat· office. I was the paper's sole re .. 
ter in New York City. porter, city editor, sports editor, so-
* * * ciety editor~ and so forth. 
I HEARD EVIND AAKHUS * * * 
play some 40 years ago when he IN THE BUSINESS OFFICE 
was touring in concert with Alex- they had a used typewriter, with 
ander Bull son of the famous Ole -the hard rubber keys well worn, 
Bull. Aiex'ander Bull then play- but with the letters still quite leg-
ed one of his father's favorite ible. The editorial department was 
violins. Aakhus, it was understood, not supposed to have any use for 
was self-taught but he had a won- such a luxury as a typewriter, but 
derful gift, an'd according to my occasio~ally Stra1;1b would slip into 
recollection he made a more favor- the business off1ce when nobody 
able impression than did his com· w~ looking, drag the machine out 
panion, the son of the great Nor· and use it. He had to pick out the 
wegian master keys carefully by their lettering, * · * * and it was slow . work for him. 
THE y O u N G E ·R :A.AK.HUS Scanlan ~as a fairly good typist, ; . . . and he didn't care whether there 
owns a v~ohn which for years was were any characters on the keys or 
the cherished possession of his not. It annoyed him to have to go 
fat~er. It was owned by a humble into the editorial room for the ma· 
viol~nist in Norway, but its tone so chine when he wanted it, so he got 
. fascinated ~r. Aakhus that he wish- even with Straub by sandpapering 
: e~ to buY' 1t .. Time after time he all the characters off the keys. .! 
: tried to negotiate a purchase, but Poor Straub was helpless, and Joe J 
, the owner would not sell. At was left in peaceful possession of , 
, len~th the owner yielded, and the the machine. 
L violln changed hands. So overjoyed * * * 
was its new possessor that he spent ·1N CONNECTION WITH ·THE 
the whole night walking up and development of poisonous pro.per-
?own the mountain roads rejoicing ties by baby's breath and other 
in his good fortune. plants which are not"ordinarily poi-
* * * sonous a friend advances the 
• OLE BULL, LIKE JENNIE theory· that the trouble may be .,due 
Lin~, was brought to this country to the weather. It is suggested that 
and featured by P.- T. Barnum. Dur- dry, hot weather may ,.have facill-
• Ing my boyhoo<J in Canada his tated the development of poisonous 
e nam.e appeared frequently in , the parasitic growths on plants usual-
pa,1>ers. The name "Ole'' was un- ly harmless, and that it is not the 
l familiar in our ·neighborhood, as we plants that become poisonous, but 
e had no Norwegian settlers in our the foreign growths which have 
part .. of the country. One good old flourished in exceptional ,weather. 
lady, who had .read a great .deal This could not apply tb such _plants 1 
,t about the great violinist, and who as poison ivy, whose resinous sap is 
· venerated him, supposed that "Ole'' always · severely irritant to most 
• was a , slang modification of "Old", persons. · 
FOUR .P.lir~l:lUl"ll:l W.t!;RE KILL- auding cats, and the birds, sens-
ed in school election riots in Ken- ing this danger, will avoid the 
tucky the other day. And yet Ken- place, 
tucky is sometimes classed as a * * * 
state whose inhabitants take little IN CONNECTION FOR THE \ 
interest in education. crusade for clean f)ictures one de-* * * fender of screen suggestiveness 
OFTEN, IF NOT USUALLY, cites the ~act that a penney arcade 1 
c o n c r et e bird the receipts from pictures of a 
baths are made salacious nature, or at least with ' 
in two pieces, the suggestive titles, were several times ' 
b O w 1 separate the receipts from all other pictures I 
from the shaft. put together. On this basis he · 
This is for con- maintains that the public desires 
venience in mak-' the sall;l.cious and that it should be, 
ing the casts, and given what it wants. 
sometimes it is * * * 
thought better to THAT IS AN OLD ARGUMENT 
have the top and as thin as it is old. The penny 
loose for con- arcade attracts one person out of 
venience in em- perhaps 100 who pass by and ·are 
ptying. Concrete not interested in any of the pie-
being heavy, the . tures, and of ~hose who do enter 
baths are often · a large proportion are those whose 
set loose on the curiosity is aroused by the sug-
Davies ground, reliance gestiveness of the titles. On the 
being plar .. ~d on their weight to basis of the argument, if there 
hold them in place, were none but suggestive pictures 
::ir: * * in the place, the score would be 
MY DECIDED PREFERENCE 100 per cent. 
is for something more solid, for * * * 
there is also the possibility that MANY EFFORTS HA VE BEEN 
a child may topple over a loose made in the past to weed out un-
structure with tragic results. Ac- desirable pictures, but, while there 
cordingly, when I installed a bird has been a decided improvement, ' 
bath I had it set on a heavy sunk- there is undoubtedly room for 
en concrete base, with a rod ex- much more. The present move-
tending from the base through the ment is on a greater scale than 
shaft into the bowl. This makes any former one, and it seems likely I 
it perfectly secure. A few turns to accomplish some real results. 
with a wrench will loosen the bowl The danger is that, Jike similar 
if it should need to be removed. movements in other fields in the 
This has not occurred yet, how- past, the movement will run wild , 
' ever, as a few passes with an old and thus impair its own useful-
broom cleans the bowl perfectly. ness. 
L The bowl remains outdoors all * * * 
winter, unprotected. With a con- ONE O B SE S SI O N WHICH 
tainer so shallow the contents may seems to grip so many would-be 
> freeze solid without danger of reformers is that all moving pic-
breakage. tures must be "educational.'' That 
* * * there is a field for the frankly ed-
IN AN EXCELLENT GARDEN ucational picture is beyond ques-
magazine is an article in which tion, But except in limited num-
owners of bird baths are urged to bers and on special occasions peo-
keep them clean, as it is said that ple do not go, and cannot be in-
the birds are dainty in their habits duced to go- to the theatre for 
7 and will not bathe in dirty water. that· which we consider formal 
On general principles I agree with education. Their main objective is 
the recommendation to keep the enjoyment, and, according to the 
baths clean, though not for the time, and the mood, and the indi-
reason stated, In the matter of vidual, that enjoyment may be 
bathing birds are anything but found in the soul-gripping drama, 
dainty, and sometimes it seems the homely sketch, the rollicking 
that the more messy the water is farce, the brilliant pageant or the 
the better they like it. However, absurd animated cartoon. 
they should be taught better habits, * * * 
therefore the bath should be clean- ALL OF THESE · MAY BE ED-
ed frequently. ucational in the real sense, just as 
* * * the game of ball, undertaken pure-
ANOTHER SOUND PIECE OF ly for the fun of it, may be highly 
advice given in the magazine is beneficial from the standpoint of 
' as to the location of the bird bath. physical development. If all mov-
It should be placed, says the mag- ing pictures were made educational 
, azine, in an open, sunny spot, and in the sense that is sometimes ad-
never near trees or thick shrub- vocated, people would quit going 
bery. One reason for this is that to see them and would find some 
if the surroundings are too dense other means of enjoying them-
I they will provide shelter for mar- selves. 
THE POSSIBILITY OF FED- their practice to run single ma.il 
era.I trops being brought into North cars and that they were not under 
Dakota to enforce a order of the contract to do so. Mail cars, they 
supreme court ousting the gover- insisted, must be attached as usual 
nor of the state to other trains, Such trains were 
recalls the only therefore made up a.nd were ma.n-
o c c a s i o n on ned by deputy marshals and such 
w h I ch federal regular railway employes as were 
troops w e r e not striking, and these trains oper-
b r o u g h t I n to ated on a. hit-or-miss fashion for 
North Dakota. for several days. In the meantime a 
the prevention of company of regulars was brought 
threatened riot- up, I think from Fort Snelling, to 
Ing. Tha.t was in be on ha.nd in case anything broke 
the early nineties loose. There was no actual disturb-
when a railroad a.nee, and presently the strike pet- · 
strike had tied up ered out. 
m . o s t of the * * * 
state's tra.nsporta- PRES! DENT CLEVELAND'S 
tlon. That strike action in sending fedel'a.l troops to 
was called by the Chicago served as a basis for de-
American R a. i 1- nunciatory stump oratory for sev-
way Union, an organization which era.I years, The sending of soldiers 
7 was intended to Include all the to North Dakota. attracted llttle at-
, railway workers of the country, tention outside of the state. Con-
a.nd by means of which it was in- gressman M, N. Johnson of North 
tended that Irresistible pressure Dakota, defended the president 
should be brought to bea.r on any vigorously for the Chicago incident, 
particular railway company or all holding that the state of disorder 
such companies to enforce demands in Chicago made the use of troops 
by the union, Though that aystem there necessary. He was equally 
of organization was opposed by vehement in denouncing the send-
the more conservative railway em- ing of troops to North Dakota., in-
ployes, who preferred the occupa- sistlng that North Dakotans were 
tional unions, such as those of en- orderly and law a.biding people, and 
gineers, trainmen, etc., the A. R. U. that it was an insult to the state to 
obtained an immense temporary suspect any of its Inhabitants of 
membership, riotous intentions. 
* * * THE STRIKE WHICH WAS * * * 
called tied up traffic almost com- NORTH DAKOTA'S CHIEF EX-
pletely in the great terminal cities. ecutive during the strike period 
In Chicago attempts to move trains was Governor E. C. D. Shortridge, 
in defiance of the strike were at- of Devils Lake, The North Dakota. 
tended with scenes of rioting In strike occurred during the annual 
which much railway property was encampment of the state militia at 
destroyed, The federal government Bismarck or Jamestown, I have 
took no cognizance of the situation forgotten which. When the encamp-
so far as It affected the movement ment was over no trains were run-
of freight and passengers, but It ning and the militiamen had no 
objected to interference with the way to get home unless they walk-
ca.rriage of the mails. Injunctions ed. With rare diplomacy the gov-
were obtained restraining strikers ernor solved the problem. He ap-
from interference with the mails, pea.led to the strike leaders to per-
and when there was evidence that mlt a train carrying the soldiers to 
strikers in Chicago intended to dis- pass over the roa.d without moles-
' regard the injunction President tation. Permission was graciously 
Cleveland ordered troops to the gra,nted as a special favor to the 
scene to see that the malla were governor and the militia, and the 
moved. soldiers, armed, uniformed and * * * equipped, rode home in fine style 
IN GRAND FORKS THERE under a strike permit. 
was no actual rioting, but men did * * * 
collect in little groups around rail- THE FACT THAT IN THE 
way property and greet with boos present situation strike leaders 
and cat-calls the ·etforts of special have exercised wide discretionary 
deputies to move Improvised trains. powers as to what particular activ-
The Grand Forks section of the ities should be permitted to con-
strike was conduct d on the basis tlnue and what should be suspend-
that the strikers were ready to ed, and what persons should be 
facillta.te the movement of mails, permitted to live a.nd move and 
but that they would permit no oth- ha.ve their being, has been the sub-
er traffic to move. For some time ject of aome unfavorable comment. 
a locomotive, all steaJ;ned up, with Many persons now living have had 
a single mail ca.r attached, stood in no experience with anything of the 
the Great Northern yard ready to kind, It la apparent, however, 
go. . · that ·we are merely witnessing hla-* * * tory repeat Itself In a somewhat 
'.l'HB RAILROAD PEOPLE, new form and on a .somewhat en-
b~wever, Insisted that It was not larged sea.le. 
f LESS THAN THREE - QUAR- · IN THE GREAT NORTHERN 
ters of a · century ago the builders park the buffalo have free range. 
of the first transcontinental rail- They collect in small bands and 
way and the soldiers who. guarded move back and forth with the sea-
their operations sons, sometimes being found in the 
subsisted largely hilly districts and somet:mes on the 
on buffalo meat plains; sometimes in · the open and 
which was obtain~ sometimes in the shelter of timber 
ed for them by A general inspection of the are 
professional hunt- was made by airplane, and detaile 
ers. It was as a examination by canoe, dog sled an 
contractor to sup- on foot. The buffalo are thorough 
ply federal troops Iy at home, and, living entirely un 
with buffalo meat der natural conditions, their num 
that Willlam' F. , bers would increase so rapidly tha 
Cody acquired his before long even that great rang 
n a m e "Buffalo would be over-stocked. Their num 
Bill." The story ber is controlled by governmen 
of the buffalo has hunters who each year slaugptere 
often been told- enough to keep the herd within 
of the immense bounds. Buffalo meat in season is 
Davies herds which with- distributed at moderate prices to 
in the memory of living men mi- dealers in as ~any of the Canadian 
grated across the western plains; cities a~ possible in order-that the 
of the multitude of uses to which people in all sections may have an 
it was put by the Indians; of the opportunity to obtain it. 
recklessness with which it was * * * 
hunted· of its almost complete ex- WHILE THERE IS MUCH TO 
tinctio~ · and of the remarkable be criticized in the recklessness 
success 'which has attended the et-· with which the buffalo was almost 
fort to preserve a remna:nt- of its exterminated, i t s disappearance 
once vast numbers. These · efforts from inhabited P'!l,rts of the country 
have been so successful that buf- was inevitable. ·wnd buffalo and 
falo meat has again actually be- agriculture cannot exist together. 
come an article of commerce, and Many of the smaller wild creatures 
buffalo coats are again being. made can and do live and thrive in in-
f or sale. tens.ively cultivated agricultural dis-
* *· * tricts, but herds of buffalo can no 
MANY FACTORS HAVE CON- more be permitted to roam at will 
tributed to this later change. Small through grain fields than can herds 
buffalo herds have been built up of domestic cattle. The buffalo had 
to considerable proportions in 'Mon- to disappear from most of our, 
tan a and South Dakota, and little western plains or the farmer had 
bands are now to be found in park to stay away. 
enclosures in almost every state. · . · * * * 
But the most ambitious and sue- THAT THE BUFFALO WAS 
cessful plans for the preservation not exterminated by the Indian be-
of buffalo are those of the Cana- fore the arrival of the white man 
dian government, whose herd of 8,- was due, not to the more conserva-
000 in a great park in northern .AI- tive hunting methods ,.of the Indian, 
· berta is the largest in the world, but to the fact that there were 
and · which has· altogether more comparatively few Indians to hunt, 
than 15,000 animals distributed in and that they were less well equip-
f 
its various national parks, ped than the whites with weapons * * * of destruction. When the Indian 
IN 1907 THE CANADIAN GOV- hunted buffalo he killed as many 
ernment bought two small herds of as· he could, used what suited him, 
buffalo from Montana owners and and left the rest for the wolves. 
placed them in a reserve near But the number that he could klll 
Wainwright, Alberta. ,A few years was so infinitessimal compared 
ago the animals had so multiplied with the total number that his in-
that it was necessary to move · some roads · were scarcely noticed. The 
of them to prevent crowding, and buffalo · provided him with meat. 
6,673 were shipped .north ·to Wood Its hide gave him clothing and 
Buffalo park, a great range almost covering for h.~s tepee. Its sinews 
exactly one-fourth the size· of North provided thongs with which to 
Dakota. It is that herd which now string his bow. With its flat shoul- I 
numbers more than 8,000 according der blades his women hoed their 
to a survey on which a special in- little patches of corn. And, like the o 
vestigator has spe~t the last two buffalo, the Indian could not exist 
years, although in the meantime in his original state where the 
~any of ~he a11:imals have been white man's civilization had taken t 
killed each year. , root. · :,· ~-:tt.'fit•lat: s 
t IN THE SCIENCE BUILDING the pressure increases at the rate 
at the World's Fair in Chicago last of roughly half a pound for every 
year was an exnibit which I sup- foot of depth. At the depth of half 
pose is still there, and which I a mile the pressure would be some-
found unusually thing like 2,500 pounds on every 
interesting. Sus- square inch of surface, a pressure 
pended a few feet sufficient to crush any but the 
higher than one's strongest construction. 0 c ea n 
h e ad was the soundings have been made at the 
metal gondola in depth of about six miles, and at 
which Dr. Picard such depths the pressure is so 
had made his as- great as to force water through the 
c en t into the pores of apparently solid metal. 
stratosphere from * * * 
Switzerland. The IN HIS NOVEL OF THE CRU-
globe, similar in sade period, "The Betrothed," Sir 
size and form to Walter Scott presents an interest-
th at which ls Ing character in the person of 
awaiting the as- Wilkin Flammock, a Flemish weav-
cent from Rapid er, who, with a group of his fellow 
City, is made · of countrymen and craftsmen, has set-
W. P. Davies. an a 1 um in um tled near the Welsh border. Dur-
composition for lightness, and the ing warfare between the Welsh 
metal seems scarcely thicker than and the English Flammock had 
the sheet metal used by tinners. comm of the defense of a castle 
While still retaining its general ~ga.inst the attack of Welsh be-
' globular shape it bore dents which siegers. In the early morning, see-
it had received from contact with ing the Welsh yet lying on the 
the rocks when the drifting balloon plain before the castle, without 
' and its gondola and human freight tents, and covered only by their 
were brought to earth right at the white mantles, Flammock is lost in 
edge of the Adriatic, admiration, and compares the en-* * * campment to "the finest object in 
IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE nature - a well-spread bleaching 
gondola stood the iron globe in field." Thus every man to his 
which Dr. Beebe made his descent trade. 
L into the depths of the Atlantic off * * * 
Bermuda, The contrast between the ANOTHER MAN, DIFFERENT-
two is striking. Beebe's globe is of ly reared, might cbnceive the finest 
solid steel, I should judge about object in nature to be a potato 
five inches thick, and, like the bal- field in full bloom, and there may 
loon gondola, it is spherical in be worse estimates of natural beau-
shape and about seven feet in dia- ty. There are many such fields in 
meter. The great thickness of its the Red river valley, and such a , 
walls was necessary in order to field, occupying the greater part 
resist the tremendous pressure at of a quarter section, with well-de-
the depth-about half a mile-to veloped plants standing close to-
which Dr. Beebe descended. Seat- gether and free from weeds, is 
ed in that globe at that great really a thing of beauty in blossom 
great depth, and looking through time, for it is almost a solid mass 
heavy crystal windows, he watched of white, with just enough of green 
the strange forms of life which are for contrast. 
to be found at those depths, * * * 
* * * LITTLE IS HEARD IN THESE 
THUS IN ONE EXHIBIT WERE days of potato seed, and in many 
the containers in which men had years scarcely any seed is produced. 
penetrated respectively into ocean Some years ago seed was in de-
depths never before entered, and mand at high prices by profession-
into atmospheric heights which al growers who are constantly try-
men had never before reached. The Ing to develop improved varieties 
stratosphere gondola ls built to re- from seed rather than from cut-
sist pressure, but in its case the tings. Ordinarily we have so little 
pressure is from within. On the to do with potato seed that we a.re 
flights the air within the sphere is apt to forget that when a potato 
held at about ordinary atmospheric plant developes perfectly the blos-
pressure, about 15 pounds per som is followed by little balls or 
square inch, and as there is scarce- pods containing rather fine seed. 
ly any outside pressure at the Most of the plants produced from 
great heights reached, provision seed are discarded as worthless. 
must be made to resist an internal terhaps one out of many thousands 
pressure, about 15 pounds per is saved as having promise, and it 
square inch, and as there is scarce- is. by selection from such plants, 
ly any outside pressure at the together wit h cross-fertilization, 
great heights reached, provision that many desirable varieties have 
must be made to resist an internal been developed. The work is slow, 
pressure of about 15 pounds. for several years are required to * * * produce a worth-while potato from 
IN THE OCEAN DEPTHS A seed. Selection from cuttings takes I 
different situation is met. There less time. 
EVEN A CASUAL IN- drawn heavily on the calendar for 
spection of the portraits of Mrs. Days. just as we have drawn heav-
James Roosevelt Sr. and her son ily on the alphabet for titles under 
Franklin D. it is apparent that the New Deal. But if there is no 
President Roose- Day unappropriated, so that the 
velt "takes after'' nurse may ha-ve one, we might ef-
h is mother, at feet some cancellation or combina-
least in physical tion. Thus we might observe Eat-
a p p e a r a n c e, Another-Pickle Day and Trim-
There is also evi- Your,Toenails Day at the same time 
d e n c e in the and assign the retrieved day to the 
mother of the nurse. 
same vigor, the * * * 
same joy in liv- KING GEORGE AND QUEEN 
ing, which is such Mary opened the new Liverpool 
a striking charac- tunnel the other day and were the I 
teristlc of the son. first persons to drive through it. 
But Mrs. Roose- The tunnel Is the largest in the 
velt does not at- world, being circular in form and 
tribute all of her 46 feet In diameter, accommodating 
son's qua 1 It I e s four lines of traffic. It cost $40,-
either in inherit- 000,000. There are persons who will 
ance or to the training which she find it difficult to understand why 
has given. She recognizes another the British should spend 40 mtllion 
important factor, dollars on a tunnel to shorten the 
* * * distance between two places when 
RECENTLY MRS. ROOSEVELT all the distances on the island are 
_ took tea with King George of Eng- necessarily short. But the British 
land and Queen Mary. We are told are a queer people. 
r that the visit was delightfully in- * * * 
1 formal, and that after the king had THE TRAIN ON WHICH THE 
e withdrawn the two ladies chatted royal couple rode to Liverpool for 
e over their teacups just as would the ceremonies lay overnight at a 
any other two la.dies who did not suburban station, and during the 
'• find it necessary to pose for the night a furious storm blew up, with I 
benefit of the public. One woman wind, lightning and a deluge of 
is the mother of the young man rain. It is recorded that on another 
who, barring accident, will one day occasion when the king and queen 
be monarch, of the world's greatest had gone somewhere to open or 
- a s s o c I at i on of commonwealths, dedicate something, there bad been 
e while the other is the mother of the rain and the ground was muddy, 
._ head of the world's greatest repub- On the way to the ceremony the 
lie. king inadvertently stepped into a 
* * * little pool and splashed mud over 
NATURALt,Y, MRS. ROOSE- his trousers, His reaction was in-
! velt la proud of her son, but she ls stantaneous. He exclaimed "Damn!" 
1. willing at least to share honors just like that. Her majesty gripped 
with his nurse. Speaking of her ap- his arm a little tighter and warned 
proaching visit to Scotland, which him in an earnest undertone: "Now, 
she has often visited, she said that now, George, wait till we get 
, she bad reason to feel affection for home!" Perhaps kings and queens 
Scotland because she believed that are more human than is often sup-
her son owed much of his charac- posed. 
ter development to the training * * * 
given him by his Scottish nurse. VISITING HILLSBORO THE 
. * * * other day I was reminded of an-
THAT GIVES ONE AN IDEA. other visit to that city just a few 
We have not done our duty by the years a.go to attend the funeral of 
nurse-not the professional hospi- the late E. Y. Sarles, former gover-
tal nurse, who has points of her nor of North Dakota. It was a raw 
own, but the children's nurse, Why day, not at all one to tempt per-
shouldn't she have a Day of her sons out of doors, but ln addition 
own? We established Mothers' Day, to the numerous visitors from a 
in which we did well. Then it was distance there were present scores 
thought fitting that Father . also of farmers from the vicinity who 
should have a Day, and he was had come to pay a last tribute to 
accommodated. The n there is the man who for many years had 
Mother-In-Law, who has been the been their neighbor and friend. 
butt of cheap buffoonery for gen- During the wait many of them told 
erations. There is strong factional of their association with the man 
support for a Day in her honor, whose career had been closed, and 
And any right-minded person will the thing that impressed me was 
admit that there should be a Step- that almost every one had some 
mothers' Day if there is not one al- story to tell of how in time of trou-
ready. But it seems that no one has ble and distress, he had been help-
thought of doing anything for the ed generously by E. Y. Sarles. 
nurse. By all means we should Things like that do not get onto 
have a Nurses' Day. one's tombstone, but they are writ-
* * * ten somewhere, in ineffacable cha-
IT l8 TRUE THAT WE HAVE racters. 
'l'U TEST THE REACTIONS OF THAT MILL YARD, BY TH~ 
his class in criminology Professor· way, was a dandy playgtound. 
Fordney might tell the boys a Th~re w~re ~ncount8:ble tons of 
sawdust m which to dig, and there 
story like this: "Abo,ut were unlimited quantities of pitch 
10:30 Sunday to be · scraped off the ends of · the . 
night Tom Jones logs. The women folk made chew~ i 
was driving south ing gum of the pitch by boiling it 
1 
on Highway 81, in some way with lard, as I recall 
when he ran into it, and then pulling it as taffy is 
a rainstorm that pulled. That was made from the 
lasted only a few plain pine pitch. Spruce and tam-
minutes. During arack pitch could be chewed with-
th at time the out , preliminary treatment of any 
rain fell in a tor- kind. 
rent. Jones was * * * 
unable to · see the THEY GOT DILLINGER AT 
road ahead of last. In several accounts of his life · 
him because bis it is said that until he was well 
windshield - wiper along in his teens he was a regular 
was- out of com- attendant at Sunday school. That 
mission, and the caused on~ young hopeful to re-
bright moonlight, m~rk: "See what a fellow gets by 
shining on the raindrops, dazzled going to 'Sunday school." 
him. He· ran into the ditch. What's * * * 
the matter with that story? Quick- WHEN PLANS FOR THE 
ly, now!" · tree planting which is to extend 
* * * through several of the north cen-
ANY BRIGHT MEMBER OF tral states begin to take on form 
the class would answer immediate- it will probably ·be found desirable 
ly that the moon doesn't shine to conform the planting to the 
when it is raining. But that's ex- general topography of the country 
actly what the moon -did on Sunday rather , than to have the tree belts 
night. Thick, black clouds were follow arbitrary surveyors' lines, 
overhead. Flash followed flash of due north and south, uniformly a 
lightning, and there was an almost mile apart. There is a great deal 
continuouS' crash· and rumble of to be said in favor of concentrat 
thunder. Off to the south was a ing plantings along coulees an 
curious, irregular whitish spot around ponds that are now dry. _ 
which suggested the formation of Snow collected in such places in 
some newfangled cloud in this al- the winter would thaw slowly in 
together peculiar season. But it the spring, and one effect would 
proved to be only the moon shin- be similar to that of building in- ~ 
ing through a thin spot, and about numerable dams along minor wa-
the time the rain began to fall the ter courses. The spring run-off 
moon shone brightly from a clear would be greatly retarded, and it is 
spot in the sky. The conditions the rapidity of the spring run-off 
seemed to b~ right for a brilliant that has done much to dry up the 
lunar rainbow, but I haven't heard country, 
of one being seen. * * * 
* * * FOR A FULL GENERATION 
MY · EARLIEST ·RECOLLEC- vigorous . effort was devoted to 
tion is of living in a little house getting rid of the water which in 
near the mill yard where my f ath- former years had been re tarted in 
er was manager of a country saw- its flow -by innumerable natural 
mill. The yard was full of saw- obstructions and much of which 
logs, hauled ther,e by teams .. and has consequently been absorbed by 
piled on an incline above the mill the soil. Many of the coulees were 
so that . they could be rolled down filled with tall, rank grass around 
as needed. When 
1 
more logs were whose roots water stood all sum-
needed a big one would be rolled mer. The grass has been cut for 
down carefully and blocked secure- hay and grazed by-cattle -until now 
ly· and . a whole section of logs only a ·smooth surf ace is left, of-
would be · released to roU down fering no obstruction to the flow 
against it. That ·was a grand sight. of water. Lining the coulees with 
As they rolled down the logs made thickets of trees, even at intervals, 
a · delightfully terrifying ·· roaring would do much to r.estore the orig-
1 and crashing, and their impact inal water conditions. Pot-holes 
made the earth tremble at a great have been drained so that they can 
distance. When it thundered I had be cultivated and their contents 
the notion that somebody was roll- are no longer ~bsorbed by the soil. 
ing logs overhead, and to this day In the planning of useful tree belts 
I associate the reverberations of there is a good deal more than the 
thunder with the rolling of saw- running of straight lines north · and 
logs. south. · 
r- A CURRENT MAGAZINE PAR- the world. Among the prints are 
n agraph explains that the purpose those of several thousand persons 
of Byrd's present expedition to the with known criminal records each 
Antartic was, among other things, ot whose ten digits have been 
to gain further printed separately. Dillinger, it ap-
information con- pears, had tried to obliterate the 
cerning that vast characteristic ridges on his own 
frozen region "to fingers by means of acids. Proba-
which the United bly a severe acid treatment might 
States has a claim serve the purpose by removing the 
by right of dis .. skin entirely, leaving the surface 
covery." It is smooth. But if the treatment were 
not likely that such as to permit the renewal of 
there will ever normal skin, the same ridges and 
be a dispute over depressions would appear, just as 
1 
sovereignty in the the new skin that forms under a 
Antartlc. That blister will be identical in marking 
territory Is like- with the skin that is removed. 
ly to remain, for * * * 
all practical pur- THREE LAKES IN THE FAM-
poses, as much ous lake district in northern Eng-
W. P. Davies. no n,ian's land as gland are for sale. The district is 
the ocean is no man s water. known as the home of the "lake 
* * ·1 * poets,'' and much has been writ-
IT IS AN ACCEPT~D PRINCI- ten about its beauty. The name 
ple that discovery is but one of of the present owner and the rea-
the factors that enter into sover- son for selling are not given in 
eignty, and that sovereignty can- the paragraph announcing the pro-
not be established and maintained posed sale nor is the price men-
except by common consent without tioned. It is issumed that like 
continuous occupation. Establish- much other property of arti;tic or 
ment. of a base as that at Little historic value, this property is to 
America would not answer, for be sold because its owners cannot· 
that base was u~occupied .for two afford to keep it. One fact which 
years, and it will be unoccupied would be consoling to local people 
again next year. who take pride in their historic 
* * * treasures is that these lakes can-
IN THE _ MATTER OF DISCO~- not be , moved elsewhere, as pie- · 
ery many nations have made their tures and castles have been. 
contributions. The southern conti- * * * 
nent ~as first circumnavigated by IF REMOVAL WERE POSSI-
Capta1n Cook, an Englishman, ln ble North Dakota might be in the 
·1774. Since then its coasts and market provided the rainfall .of the 
interior have been explored by · ' . 
B iti h Fr nch· Americans Ger- area went with the lakes. It is r s ' ~ ' ' . stated that in that area the an-
mans, ~elgians, Italians, Russi!ns, nual rainfall is bout . 150 inches 
Norwegians, Swedes and possibly . a , 
others. The southern_ pole was first f:Od· 1~~~es:t h~e::e:h~~1lr~:t : 
reached. on foot ~y Amundsen, a difficulty in keeping lakes full 
Norwegian, and within a month by . 
Scott, an Englishman. Byrd· flew with twelve to fifteen feet of rain 
over it in 1929. Numerous obser- a. year. ~ut under present weath-
vation bases have been established er conditions if one of those lakes 
along the coast, to be used for a should ~e transplanted to No:th 
season or two and then to be aban- Dakota it would soon be nothm.g 
doned. · but a dcy hole! 
* * * * * * 
lT IS POSSIBLE THAT '.AT MOUNT EV.ERE .ST HAS 
some time permanent stations will claimed another victim in the per-
be established in the Antartic for son of Captain _Maurice Wilson, a 
scientific or ot~er purposes and former British army officer who 
that these wlll be permanently oc- undertook to prove his theory that 
cupied. In that case the nation former expeditions had failed be-
under which authority such sta- cause they were hampered by their 
tions are established will be ac- size and the weight of their stores. 
corded sovereingty over the area Forbidden to attempt the ascent 
reasonably tributary, but discovery alone, and under police surveillance 
rights in the Antartic are too wide- for several months, he got past the 
ly distributed to be awarded ex- guards disguised as a native Tibe- · 
elusively to any· one nation. tan, reached an elevation of 21,000 . 
* * * feet with three native guides, and 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF then
1 
went on alone in an attempt 
of justice in Washington there are to surmount the remaining 8,000 
on file the finger prints of more feet. He was last seen at about 
than four million persons, this· be- 23,000 feet, where he is supposed 
ing by far the largest collection in to have perished. 
A FAMILIAR STATEMENT IS states, regardless . of topography, 
that one cannot stand on tip-toe are in danger of having their sur-
all the time • . Sooner or later mus- face soil washed away by occasion-
cles : must . relax. Nazi leaders in al heavy rains because the protec-
t' . • t of tive covering of grass has been re- ' 
s O m e par 8 ·be moved. There is a good deal of ex- : Germany are - . , 
i . t re aggeration about this. Steep hill- , g nnmg O app - · d tit · f t h" h 1 . t th· Orders· sides, es ute o rees, w 1c 
cia 8 15• • hav·e been · cultivated as grain 





Nazi lfear re heavy rains, and doubtless there 
n axony O - ill i th th t 
1 t· f the are many: h s n e nor wes ern ~x.~ ion 1 ° states from 'Which the fertile sur-rigi. rut~s g~~=· face soil has been completely re-
ernmg e N c . moved. in. this manner. But fairly 
Yd u ctht of . t8: z9i level land is not subject to serious ou soc1e 1e . . b 1 T k. th R d M·lit r drills are erosion y ran. a mg e e 
t 
1 
bae y les·s fre- river valley as a w~o!e, there ~as 0 
t d less never been any . serious erosion 
quen an S iety from rain, nor is there likely to 
s e vt! rge. oec to be. Water from melting snow in the 
mee m s ar ·1 
Davies b 1 f rmal. spring does not erode our leve 
When meetings of ~he :~~ieti~s are fields, as the earth is then froze.n 
h Id ·th b d · their parents and the movement of the water. 1s 
e wi oys an e no slow. In a summer of normal ram-
.present old .and young alike ar fall there is scarcely any run-off, 
longer required to rise, stand at at- as the water is absorbed by the soil 
tention and salut~ when the boy almost as rapidly as it falls. 
leader enters the room. The lead- · * · * * 
er ~imself is no longer to greet t?e WIND EROSION, EVEN ON 
society with a formal s:3-Iute t?, Hit- level fields, must be taken into ac-
ler and vi~;ory. A ~1mple Heil, count. But even in a spring like 
Kam~raden, will suf~!ce. Roughl~: that of 1934, which has been the 
that 1S equivalent to.. Hello, boys. worst on record, the quanitity 'of 
* * ~ soil actually removed from a Red I 
THESE CHANGES ARE DUE river valley field is negligibl~. In 
in part to recognition of offic~als rare in.stances all the plowed earth 
that the boys have been growing has been removed from exposed 
stale from too much training, and knolls, but these cases are excep-
in part to the protests of parents, tional. There are other fields on 
who complain that so much of the which more earth was deposited . l 
boys' time was being devoted to than was blown away. ' 
playing soldier that .they 'Yere be- * * * 
coming unfitted for anything else. THE NORTHWEST GENERAL-
Germany. is experiencing the ine- Iy is suffering, not from over-cul--: 
vi table difficulty to be found in tivation but from deficient · rainfall 
maintaining a normal civilian life extendi~g · 0 v e r several years. 
in an atmosphere of exaggerated Normal precipitation in the Red 
militarism. river valley, until the drouth period 
* * * set in, was about 20 inches a year. 
THERE IS TOLD THE . ST0RY This·· included rain and melted i 
of an Indian in the far western snow. The average · decreased to-
5 
part of the state who . observed the ward the west until in central Mon-
breaking up of the prairie sod by tana it was 10 inches or less. Just 
homesteaders. He contended that how safe farmin·g is in an . area· 
it was all wrong. Pointing to a new where the precipitation is not more 
piece of breaking he shook his head than 15 inches is an open question, 
and indicated to the whites with but if the Red river valley coulq t 
whom he was talking that the .sod be assured of its former 20 "inches 
was wrong side up. Picking up a of water a year there need · be no 
piece of newly · turned sod he re- anxiety about the permanence of 
placed it in its· original position, agriculture in this section from 
then nodded approvingly. That, he that standpoint. 
insisted, was the way that nature * * * t 
intended the sod to be, and that CULTIVATION HAS NOT DIM-
was the way in which it should inished rainfall, and there · is not t 
be left. Just now many persons are satisfactory evidence that' 1 rainfall 
convinced that the old Indian was can be increased by anything that 
right. man can do. In this section there * · * * · need never be any fe~r of erosion s 
MUCH HAS BEEN W~ITTEN by water. If we are now in a dry a 
about soil erosion, and some art- period which is to be succeeded by il 
icles on the subject tend to create a wet one, erosion bY: wind need d 
the impression that all the prairie not be · feared. ti 
THE ST. 'CLOUD TIMES SAYS started us off wrong several cen-
that with the arrival of delegates turies ago. With a wheelbarrow, 
. . crude as it is, and with its axle 
to the Democratic state ratif1ca- well greased, one man can move 
tion convention there, friends of loads that would require several 
Mrs. George Cash- men working by main strength, and 
man, of St. Cloud, we can see in part the influence of 
were starting a the wheelbarrow in · the present . 
movement for her state of unemployment. 
appointm e n t as * * * 
Democratic na- IN EXPRESSING DOUBT THAT 
tional committee- da Vinci invented tlle wheelbarrow 
woman for Min• I may be doing that distinguished 
nesota. The pres- artist and scientist an injustice. 
ent i n cu mbent, But I can't help in. Primitive hu-
Mrs. H~ V. Hodge, man nature is inventive. Almost 
·was, expected to instinctively it seems to· adapt 
resign because of means to ends in ways consistent 
the recent treas- with the needs of the environment. 
ury ruling which Untutored tribes have developed 
renders her in- the snowshoe, innumerable skillful-
eligible to hold ly•contrived weapons and scores of 
W. P. Davtes. this official posi- types of boats, swift and strong, 
tion and continue as collector of each suited to the work required of 
customs at · Minneapolis. ft. The American ·backwoodsman, * * * utterly unschooledt . has invented 
MRS. CASHMAN AS MISS :AG- scores of ingenious devices to add , 
nes O'Donnell, was ~ teacher in the to his comfort and make his work 
Grand Forks schools for several easier. No trained scientist super-
~ars. She was one of the original intended the building of the first 
staff at the Roosevelt school and Red river cart, a vehicle which has 
later served as principal of the never been excelled for the pur ... 
Winship. Her husband ts a St. poses for which it ~as· intended · 
Cloud attorney, and during her and in the conditions in which it 
residence in st. Cloud Mrs. Cash- was to operate. It was a product 
man had been prominent in poli- of man's native ·ingenuitY: and re ... 
tical, social and civic work. Earl... aourcefulness. . 
!er in the year she was urged to · * * * 
file as a candidate for the Demc,. THEREFORE I FIND IT DIF-
cratice nomination for congress for ficult to reconcile myself to the 
her district, but declined. During idea that the race of beings· that 
the past two presidential campaigns had built the pyramids and the 
she f 111 e d numerous speaking hanging gardens of Babylon, whose 
dates for both state and national structural skill is shown in ruins 
Democratic committees. 5,000 years old, and which bad pro-
* * * duced scientists such as Aristotle, 
A LARIMORE CORRESPOND- Archimedes and a host of others, 
ent complains that . while trains had to wait until the fifteenth cen-
have been . modernized, 9iirplanes in- tury for somebody to show it how 
vented and numerous other im- to move a weight by loading it on 
provements made nothing had been a pair of sticks mounted on a roll-
done about the wheelbarrow. His er. It doesn't stand to reason. 
complaint is warranted. While the * * * 
wheelbarrow moves, under suffi- IN ONE OF THOSE "MINUTE 
cient power, in design and struc- Mysteries,'' down in the left-hand 
ture it · is practically static. The corner of the page, Professor Ford-
wheelbarrow of today is almost pre- ney disputes the statement that a 
cisely the wheelbarrow of my boy- fire was caused by ~a candle setting 
hood, and there has been no ma- fire to cobwebs in the attic. He ex-
terial improvement in it since plains that cobwebs do not burn. 
Leonardo da Vinci invented it-if That is to be taken with some re-
he did, which I doubt. serve. The cobwebs may not burn, 
* * ·1'! but in an. unused place they accum ... 
HOWEVER, THE DEMAND ulate a lot of dust,-which may burn, 
fo~ an. improved wheelbar~ow is a_nd very violently. It is good prac-
qu1te inconsistent with· another bee, therefore, when rummaging 
modern demand that the machine through an attic, to keep lighted 
be abolished in order that more candles away from dusty cobwebs. 
work may be made for human The safest plan is to install an el-
hands. If those who rail at the ma- ectric light in the attic. Any local 
chine age are right 'in their con- electrician will do the job without r 
tentions the invention of the wheel- mussing up the house. Prices on L 
barrow is one of the things that application. e 
11 
OF ITS GR E A T there a few sections of land on 
size the New York Times provides which to range a buch of stock 
each day an index of its contents and he can make a go of it; but if 
for the convenience of readers. you put a settler on every quarter 
News articles are section in that country they will be 
classified u n d e r a disappointed lot.' · 
appropriate head- * * * 
ings. During this "IN 1890 I had a government 
period of strikes commission as supervisor of the 
all matters per- Indian census of North Dakota, 
taining to labor and when I had finished here I 
co n trove rsies was directed to go to the Fort Peck 
have been group- reservation in Montana, which I 
ed u n d e r the did, making Poplar station on the 
heading "The La- Great Northern mY, headquarters. 
bor Situation." On Although it was in the month of 
several occasions January I found no snow, which 
the North Dako- was fortunate for me, as one fea-
ta political mud- ture of my work was to report on 
dle was listed un- the topography of the country and 
der - that caption, as to whether it was better adapt-
~ Davies which was inac- ed for grazing or agriculture. I re-
curate, as no labor controversy was ported that in my opinion that dis-
involved. For a long time news of trict was only suitable for grazing. 
the Byrd Antarctic expedition was . * * * 
Jisted under the heading "Foreign." "I WAS· THEN DIRECTED TO 
Recently it has been sifted to the go to the Fort Belknap reservatiqn, 
department he ad e d "General." located near Chinook, Montana; 
Does this mean that the Times had and I made a similar report as to 
decided to recognize the Antarc- the conditions here. I th.ought then, 
tic continent as American terri- and I am still of the same opinion, 
tory? that I was right in classing it as * * * strictly a grazing country. 
JAY STEVENS, OF THE NASH- * * * 
Finch company, vouches for the "AFTER FIN IS HING MY 
fact that the 1934 crop of turkeys work in Montana I was directed to 
are a wise lot. He says that when go to the Sisseton reservation in 
driving in Pembina county recent- South Dakota, and wishing to go by 
ly he noticed a large flock of tur-1 way of Bismarck I went to Great 
keys on the road ahead of him, and, Falls and Helena, tak_ing the North-
despite the honking of his horn, ern Pacific from there east. At 
they refused to leave the road. that time there was no snow to be 1 
Fearing that he would kill some of seen until I had passed the Bad 
them he stopped his car, intendi.n,g Lands in North Dakota. · My im-
to get out and drive them off the pression of Montana at that time 
road, but his car had scarcely was that it was a semi-arid region, 
stopped before most of the flock and I was surprised at the way it 
had mounted his running board became settled up by homesteaders. 
and the front of the car and were * * * 
making a meal of the grasshoppers "IT JUST DOESN'T SEEM TO 
that . had accumulated there. As work out right when man under-
soon as they had cleared the car takes to improve on the plans of 
of hoppers the turkeys moved off creation. Those fellows over in 
the road, allowing Stevens to go on northern Minnesota who did a lot 
his way. · of ditching and draining, no doubt 
* * * hoping to· make a veritable garden 
J. E. STEVENS, ONE OF THE of that country, were surely disap-
old and well-informed residents of pointed, and it has been the same 
North Dakota, writes: . way with the fellows up in the 
"I read with interest an art- Mouse river country, who destroy-
fole in The Herald in which Dr. ed thousands of acres of fine hay 
Mead is credited with saying that land with ditches and drain s, get-
Montana and the western part of ting nothing for their trouble and 
North Dakota are unfit for general expense but a lot of useless fix tail i 
farming purposes. ·"That Reminds grass and the knowledge that the 
Me" of a conversation I had in the land which they had reclaimed was 
old Hotel Dacotah, away back in non-productive'. Just recently I -was 
'87 or '88 with the late Jim John- told by a . man who lives near the 
· son of Minot. We were discussing village of Russell up in that see-
the rush of settlers who were pour- , tion that those ditches· had proven 
· ing into the Minot country at that J a curse to them. It just won't 
ti~e, and he said "Give a man out work.'' 
CREDITING GEORGE A. BEN- league for the Independent Vot-
son, Washington correspondent of ers' association, was elected gov-
the Minneapolis Journal, and for- ernor on its ticket, and in 1932 he 
merly of the Grand Forks Herald was re elected with the endorse-
with being the ment of the league itself." 
base authority in · * -* * 
Washington on IF MR. KROCK BASED THAT 
N o rt h Dakota paragraph .on information obtain-
matters, Arthur ed from Benson he misunderstood 
Krock, in the what Benson told him, · for the 
New York Times, statement contains two errors 
quotes Benson a~ which Benson is too well-informed 
giving this sum- to make. While the matter is not 
m a r y of t h e of great consequence now, North 
North Dakota sit- Dakota never had a line of state 
uation: "Langer chain stores. A line · of stores 
knows his North known as Consumers' stores, osten-
Dakota farmers sibly co-operative, was established 
just as Townley by Townley and some of his asso-
(founder of the elates, but the state liad nothing 
N o n p a r t i s an I to do with managing or financing 
W P D i league, his old that enterprise. The plan proved . . av es. 
schoolmaster in unsatisfactory and was abandoned 
mob psychology knows them. Es- after the stockholders, mostly 
pecially west of the Bismarck- farmers, had lost a lot of money in 
Mandan section the farmer was it. 
drawn into wheat production dur- * * * 
ing the war and has kept at it ever WILLIAM LANGER WAS NOT 
since, even though common sense elected governor of North Dakota 
should have told him he couldn't in 1930, and his break with the 
1 
make a go of it. He is always Nonpartisan league occurred · ten 
, looking for government help and years earlier. In 1920 he was a 
1 
feels that the government owes candidate at the primary for the 
' him a living, state and - federal. Republican nomination for gover-
That is what made the' Nonparti- nor against Lynn :r. Frazier, who 
san !eague such a success; it is was then serving his second term 
what makes the New Deal so pop- as governor and sought re election. 
, ular there today, for the New Deal Frazier won the nomination, and 
is poring millions into the pockets Langer was eliminated from the 
of the farmers; millions they did campaign. Langer was not again 
not earn, they did not have to bor- a candidate for office until 1932, 
. row, on which they do not pay any when he was nominated and elect-
1 interest, and which, glory be, the¥ ed. During the primary campaign 
do not have to repay." · of 1920 Langer was violent in his * * * denunciation of Frazier and Wil-
WHEN ONE TRIES TO SUM- liam Lemke, who supported Fraz-
marize in a paragraph an exceed- ier. This year in a convention 
• ingly large and complicated situa- controlled by Langer, and which 
; tion he is apt to leave out some endorsed him for governor, Frazier 
important facts and over-emphas- was endorsed for re-election to , 
. ize some others, and in that re- the United States senate and 
spect George's summary shares a Lemke for re-election to the house 
common quality. of repr.esentatives. 
* * * * * * DEVOTING HIS ENTIRE COL- IN THE FALL CAMPAIGN OF 
umn .to North Dakota Mr. Krock 1920 Frazier's opponent was :r. F. 
thus summarizes the recent poli- T. O'Connor, whom he defeated by 
tical history of the state in so far a narrow margin; Republicans op-
as it relates to Mr. Langer: posed to the Non partisan league 
"In 1919 Townley and his Non- generally voted for O'Connor. In 
partisan league established state the fall of 1921 Frazier was recall 
socialism there. They had a state ed by popular vote and R. A. N es-
bank, a state mill and grain ele- tos was elected governor for the 
~ator, a state home-builders' asso- remainder of the term. The fol-
ciation, and for a while a string lowing year Frazier was elected to 
of state chain stores. Langer was the United States senate. He was 
then attorney general, but broke re-elected in 1928, and he is now 
l
with Townley because he closed a candidate for a third term. 
the Townley. -operated Scandinav- O'Connor, whom he . defeated for 
Ian-American bank at Fargo. In governor twelve years ago, is now 
1930 Langer, having deserted the comptroller of the currency. 
